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Basic 7 pc. Router Bit Set #401



Check out our full range of cordless tools @ panasonic.com/cordlesstools or call 1-800-338-0552 READER SERVICE NO. 35



letters F rom the E ditor



must make for wood movement. For a drawer, this is not an issue.



MOVING FORWARD, ALWAYS



— J AAP VAN DER HEIJDEN,



Mierlo, The Netherlands



A comedian once said that a relationship is like a shark—it has to keep moving forward. Our relationship with you is no different. About a year ago, we completely revamped FineWoodworking.com, giving us more ways to meet your needs. Hundreds of video clips put woodworking in motion; expert forums address more of your questions; blogs let you follow projects from start to finish; tool reviews guide your purchases; there is an expanded gallery; and our entire archive of past articles is, like everything else, at your fingertips 24 hours a day



— J O H N B A R C LAY, Winston-Salem, N.C.



(see p. 6 for a few of this month’s online features). With a free, cumulative, searchable index online, we’ve decided to stop printing the annual index in the back of the magazine. We’ll use those four pages to bring you more tips, techniques, and inspiration. We continue to move forward. For those who have called looking for full-size drawings and more detailed cutlists for projects featured in the magazine, we now have an answer. We selected 25 high-interest projects from past issues (we will continue to select projects going forward) to be drafted as full-scale plans. We also invited a leading publisher of plans to expand our lineup, bringing it to 59 and counting. Go to www.FineWoodworking.com/PlanStore to purchase them. Of course, project articles in the magazine will remain as thorough as ever, with the same detailed dimensions, clearly presented how-to, and exploded drawings. Stay tuned for a few great new features in the magazine. And continue to let us know what you need from this relationship. —Asa Christiana



The finer points of “Wood Movement” I would like to clarify one aspect of Christian Becksvoort’s article, “Stop Guessing at Wood Movement” (FWW #187). When fitting a panel, one has to take into account that the panel will not always position itself evenly in the frame (unless it is pinned or glued in the middle). Because of glue residue or
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For those who don’t want to do the math, I suggest the handy wood shrinkage calculator at www.woodbin.com/calcs/ shrinkulator.htm This free and easily bookmarked resource has helped me in many situations, and eased the stress of “design worry.”



finish, panels often will stick in one of the vertical grooves, concentrating all of the movement in the opposite groove. And if a panel is used with the grain aligned horizontally, all of the movement will happen in the upper groove. So in many cases, one has to calculate for all of the movement happening in one groove, not two as demonstrated in the article, effectively doubling the allowance one



Dovetail-jig review omitted some features I enjoyed the article by Tim Albers on dovetail jigs (FWW #187). However, the Porter-Cable 4212 (which was the Best Value pick) has more features than were described in the article. It indeed comes standard with templates for through- and half-blind dovetails, but also includes templates for box joints and what the company calls a “dovetail dado,” which is a sliding dovetail. Also, there is a template available for miniature dovetails. — M AT T S TEVENS, Smithfield, R.I.



The recent dovetail-jig review (FWW #187) stated that the only differences between the Leigh D1600 and the more expensive Leigh D4R are width (16 in. vs. 24 in.) and the fact that the D4R offers adjustable pin size. But the author overlooked an important factor: the thickness of boards each of these jigs can handle. The D4R can handle boards that are roughly



Writing an Article Fine Woodworking is a reader-written magazine. We welcome proposals, manuscripts, photographs, and ideas from our readers, amateur or professional. We’ll acknowledge all submissions and return those we can’t publish. Send your contributions to Fine Woodworking, PO Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470-5506.



Strong joints & unique designs at a fraction of the cost.



Introducing Freud’s NEW Entry & Interior Door Router Bit System NEW Freud Innovation
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Create beautiful doors, sidelights & transoms!



Extended Tenon



(Patented Design)



Produces extended tenons of virtually any length for extra strong, long lasting joints. Extended Tenons



Stub Tenons



Stile Cuts



Raised Panels*



*Raised Panel Bit not included in all sets.



Thanks to Freud’s latest patented innovation, you can create unique wooden doors with the security of durable mortise-and-tenon construction with extended tenons of virtually any length. www.freudtools.com



Red router bits are a registered trademark of Freud America, Inc.



Item #: 99-267 shown here. Other sets available. READER SERVICE NO. 143
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in. thicker than those handled by the D1600. On through-dovetails, for example, the D4R will handle stock up to 11⁄4 in. thick, as opposed to 13⁄16 in. for the D1600. —Bruce Bu r n ha m , Pittsfield, Mass.



Confused about huntboard construction The article on the huntboard in the last issue is great (FWW #187), but it left me with a few questions. First, is the bottom board glued in place or is it left to float on the spline? Also, white pine is used as a secondary wood in this cherry piece. My own success with this combination is zero. Inevitably, I end up with splits or joint failures, apparently due to the wide humidity changes in New Hampshire. These were not cross-grain failures. I’ve lost two or three pieces this way. Last, I’m confused over the use of solid wood for vertical partitions between the two end cabinets and the center drawer section. It appears that the partitions are joined into the front and rear rails, creating a cross-grain situation in the carcase. Wouldn’t a better solution have been to use frame-and panel partitions between these sections to eliminate their expansion and contraction? —All an W ebe r , Sullivan, N.H.



Garrett Hack replies: The bottom board



is constructed essentially as a floating panel within a frame. It is glued only to the front rail, so that all movement is directed toward the back of the case. It’s notched around the rear legs—with a bit of extra space—and the tongue along the sides and back edges moves in the grooves cut into the lower side rails. I allowed for a little more than 1⁄8 in. of expansion, but being quartersawn, the board barely moves 1⁄16 in. As for the interior partitions, frame-andpanel construction would be fine, but it’s not as efficient as my solid-wood design. I’ve allowed for the minimal movement of the quartersawn pine partitions by stopping them just shy of the back, and attaching them only at the front of the case with glue and screws. The sliding dovetail that connects the bottom board to the partitions keeps those members flat, allows them to move together front to
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Construction allows for wood movEment



Drawer guides are glued at front and screwed to partitions.



Partition is dovetailed to bottom and stops short of case back.



Shelf Bottom is glued to front rail only and floats in grooves in sides and back.



back, and makes the core of the case very rigid. The solid partitions also make the joinery with the shelf neat and strong. Your failures using cherry and pine together are likely from insufficient allowance for the parts to expand or shrink, not from their different natures or the humidity extremes where you live.



Eye-protection review ignored fogging In “A New Look at Eye Protection” (FWW #187) there’s one thing that I think the author, Steve Scott, should have addressed: fogging. I try to wear eye protection at all times, but after a few minutes of wear I can’t see anything because of fogging. Which products are less prone to fogging? Is there anything that prevents it better than the scuba diver’s trick of rubbing spit on the inside of goggles? — D e n n i s P e t e r s e n , Aurora, Colo.



Steve Scott replies: You are right—



fogging is an important issue, and anyone who’s worn safety glasses probably has experienced it. So I gave the eyewear that appeared in the article an informal test in my unheated shop on a cold evening. Some pairs boasted anti-fog coatings, others did not. I found that all of the



glasses and goggles resisted fogging well when worn by themselves. Add a basic dust mask, however, and the fog begins to settle in. Almost all of the eyewear fogged at least a little, with my prescription lenses faring worst. The least vulnerable were the larger goggles with foam seals around the eye sockets. I can’t say that the lenses with anti-fog coating were significantly better than those without it. There are various wipe-on treatments available in liquid, aerosol, or tissue form. I wish I could tell you how they compare with a scuba diver’s spit, but I think that might be another article.



About your safety Working wood is inherently dangerous. Using hand or power tools improperly or ignoring standard safety practices can lead to permanent injury or even death. Don’t try to perform operations you learn about here (or elsewhere) until you’re certain they are safe for you. If something about an operation doesn’t feel right, don’t do it. Look for another way. We want you to enjoy the craft, so please keep safety foremost in your mind whenever you’re in the shop. —Asa Christiana, editor



Drawing: Bob La Pointe



Bun Feet Bun feet and sofa legs are available in



10 wood types!
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Never miss your mark again when plunge routing... Great for any handheld allows a clear view INTRODUCTORY PRICE plunge router applicaof your work. Self 95 contained electronics, tions. Off-set router plate $ allows for total control no plug required! ORDER ITEM #1484 of your router. The large, Made of heavy duty, clear base and handle eliminates tough clear plastic. Mounts tipping when edge routing, but still quickly and easily to any router.
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1-800-533-9298  mlcswoodworking.com



#4005



Order Online:



www.buybunfeet.com Order line:



1.800.849.8876



Wood Products, Inc.



Call FOr a CatalOg:



1.800.746.3233 4620 GA Highway 123 • Toccoa, GA 30577 • E-mail: [email protected]
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methods of work



E D I T E D A N D D R AW N B Y J I M R I C H E Y



2-in.-long screws 84 in. 64 in.



¾-in. pipe flange



8 in.



About 34 in.



Top, 1½ in. thick by 5½ in. wide



Blocking, 1½ in. thick by 2½ in. wide by 34½ in. long



Upper cleat, 1½ in. thick by 5½ in. wide Horizontal, vertical fillers, ¾ in. thick



Particleboard base, ¾ in. thick by 36 in. wide



Panel ¾-in. pipe clamps



2-in.-long, No. 12 screws



Lower cleat, 1½ in. thick by 3½ in. wide



Best Tip Wall-mounted



clamp rack makes panel glue-ups quick and easy



When not at his day job as a supply-chain planner for the Kellogg Company, Bradley can be found spending time with the two dogs he rescued from a shelter, rooting for the University of Michigan Wolverines, or fishing for bass in the Kalamazoo River. In the woodshop, he enjoys making Shaker-style furniture.
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With this clamp rack always set up and ready to go, I can edge-glue ¾-in.-thick boards in no time. And because the rack mounts almost flat to a wall, it takes up little floor space. The rack is heavy, even before you add boards, so anchor it securely to wall studs or an equally strong structure. Mounting the upper cleat between 6 ft. and 7 ft. above the floor puts the rack at a good working height. The upper cleat has a 16º bevel along the front face to establish the angle of the rack. The pipes rest in pipe-clamp clips (available from Hartville Tool; 800-345-2396; www.hartvilletool.com; part No. 46759). Horizontal fillers (3⁄4 in. thick) elevate the clips to bring the pipes to the correct height dictated by the pipe flanges. Vertical fillers (3⁄4 in. thick) support the blocking. I mounted blocking between the pipes for two reasons. First, the blocking raises the stock off the pipe to prevent black stains. Second, the blocking brings the stock into what I call the “sweet spot” of the clamps. I contend that the sweet spot is low on the jaws, not high, so the center of ¾-in.-thick



FINE WOODWORKING



Pipe strap



Bottom, ¾ in. thick by 10 in. wide



Clip



Backer, 1½ in. thick by 5½ in. wide



stock is in line with the clamp screws. Four or five coats of polyurethane on the blocking prevent glue squeeze-out from sticking. To use the rack, first bring all of the sliding jaws snug along the top edge of the panel. Then tighten the screw jaws. If necessary, add more clamps from the front side to equalize the clamping pressure. —KEVIN BRADLEY, Battle Creek, Mich.



A Reward for the Best Tip Send your original tips to Methods of Work, Fine Woodworking, PO Box 5506, Newtown, CT 06470, or email [email protected]. If published, we pay $50 for an unillustrated tip; $100 for an illustrated one. The author of the best tip gets a pair of Brian Boggs spokeshaves (one flat, one curved) made by LieNielsen Toolworks.



Instant access to all the great stuff that goes beyond the printed page Finishing Tips & Videos



Furniture Projects



Video Instruction



Ask the Experts



Over 1,200 articles | 200+ skill-building videos | Over 200 furniture projects 500+ side-by-side tool comparisons | Fully indexed, searchable archive | Expert help for every skill level



Get instant access to the most dynamic woodworking site online and enjoy the perfect complement to your Fine Woodworking magazine. It’s always worth exploring FineWoodworking.com, because we add new content every weekday. Here you’ll discover fresh, new ideas and know-how to inspire, instruct, and answer your questions. And all of it is just a click away!



S U B S C R I B E R-O N LY O F F E R S U B S C R I B E R-O N LY O F F E R Save 57% on Charter Membership Join today – only $14.95 (regularly $34.95) for a full year. Go to FineWoodworking.com/Dovetail The Perfect Dovetail



© 2006 The Taunton Press



www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



Offer good until 3/15/07



 January/February 2007
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methods of work



continued



Stop collar makes it easier to dress a grinding wheel



Threaded knob Grinding wheel



I use a single-point diamond dresser to maintain the wheels on my bench grinder. To make the process easier, I slip a shaft collar on the dresser and use the collar as a depth stop. With the collar butted against the edge of the tool rest, and the business end of the tool just touching the wheel, I can slide the dresser from side to side and be sure that the cutting depth remains the same. To make it easier to loosen or tighten the collar, I replaced the setscrew in the shaft collar with a threaded knob. 



Stop collar



—Mike Holzhauer, Lorain, Ohio



Single-point dresser



Adjustable support for installing upper cabinets Vinyl glove preserves finish



Brush handle



A quick way to prepare finish or paint for overnight storage is to stretch a vinyl glove over the top of the can. To include a brush, cut the top off one of the glove’s fingers and poke the brush handle through the hole, then stretch the glove over the can.



Vinyl glove



Scott Gibson’s July/August 2006 article, “A Woodworker’s Kitchen,” shows a temporary shelf to support the upper cabinets during installation. I use a similar support, but mine is adjustable, so I can use it for a variety of installations. Basically, the support is an upside-down box with adjustable legs that allow me to set various heights of upper cabinets. After the cabinet is set, I lower the legs to free the support. A 1-in.-wide by 3-in.-long hand-hold slot cut in the bottom makes it easier to carry. The support has one more benefit: When not supporting a cabinet, it makes a pretty sturdy sawhorse. 







—Bruce Wrenn , Apex, N.C. Slot (5 ⁄16 in. inner by 5 ⁄ 8 in. outer)



Adjustable leg, 20 in. long



Support fixture



—Tom Johnson,



Greer, S.C



Sandpaper (100-grit) to help prevent slipping



T-slot bolt Side



Can contains finish or paint.
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F I N E w o o d w o r king



Bottom, 12 in. wide by 24 in. long



READER SERVICE NO. 84



READER SERVICE NO. 149



www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



READER SERVICE NO. 129



January/February 2007
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methods of work



continued



Low-cost bed extension for a small lathe Mini- or



To turn bedposts, you need a long-bed midi-lathe Bedpost lathe—an expensive tool that uses lots of floor space. For less than $100, I made this bed extension for my midilathe. When not in use, the extension comes off and I store the midi-lathe out of the way. Before building the extension, there are some design parameters to consider. The rails must be dense enough to handle the clamping force of the tailstock and tool rest. Also, the lathe must have enough power to handle the longer, heavier stock and the torque of working at the far end. The extension has three parts: body, rails, and base. To build Benchtop the body, laminate several pieces of plywood in a U-shape to match the cross section of your lathe. The number and size of Bed extension the laminations will vary. (The sketch shows a cross section that Rail fits my Jet Mini Lathe.) Cut one end of the body at an angle to match the end of the lathe. The base is simply a piece of 3/4-in. plywood as long as the body. Leave 1 in. or so of extra width on the base so that you can clamp it to your bench. For the rails, I used a lamination of hard maple and 1⁄ 8-in.1 ⁄ 8-in.thick steel. Maple will reduce the vibration, and the steel will thick-steel prevent the tailstock from compressing the wood. Fasten the rails to the body with wood screws. The assembled jig should match your lathe bed in height and cross section. To set up the extension, align the extension and the lathe with a straightedge and then clamp the extension to the bench.



Tailstock



⁄ -in. plywood base



34



Plywood body Base



—Jason Bennett, Johnson City, Tenn.



Nonslip push stick When I used my ordinary push stick on a tablesaw, I had good control in the north/south direction but less in the east/ west direction, especially when trying to keep small workpieces tight against the rip fence. So I added a nonslip shelfliner strip to the sole of the push stick. The shelf liner grabs the workpiece, giving me more control in all directions. To attach the liner, first sand the sole of the push stick to help ensure a good bond, then attach the strip with double-sided tape. 



—Serge Duclos, Delson, Que., Canada
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Push stick



Quick Tip Double-sided tape



I sometimes put a rare-earth magnet in my shirt pocket when I have to drive a bunch of screws. It allows me to keep a small handful of screws clinging to the outside of the pocket, and that makes it easy to grab one screw at a time. —Mark A. Fetter,



Fort Collins, Colo.



Shelf liner



READER SERVICE NO. 96



methods of work



continued



Mortising preshaped cabriole legs If you make your own cabriole legs, it is easy enough to mortise them while they’re still square. However, if you use preshaped cabriole legs, as I do, cutting mortises into the legs is a challenge because the leg doesn’t lay flat on the drill-press table. Fence My solution is a fixture, made up of a sliding table and a fence, mounted to a drill-press auxiliary table. The sliding table has a top and bottom, each made from 3⁄4-in.-thick plywood Preshaped about 8 in. wide by 36 in. long. A pair of roller-bearing drawer cabriole legs slides connects the two parts. The fence is also plywood. To use, clamp or bolt the lower piece of the sliding table to a Filler block drill-press auxiliary table, and then clamp the leg to the fence. Add filler blocks under the leg where necessary to lift and support the leg at both ends and to square the leg to the drill bit. Sliding table Next, align the drill bit with the centerline of the mortise 1 and begin drilling. After each hole, slide the table ⁄4 in. or so and repeat. Moving the assembly is a one-hand operation, and there’s no need to reset the leg square to the bit. 



Drawer slides



Drill-press auxiliary table Filler block



—Jim Yardley, Rhinebeck, N.Y.



READER SERVICE NO. 32



READER SERVICE NO. 6
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READER SERVICE NO. 67



Request a FREE copy of our catalog, featuring the largest selection of woodworking tools and supplies anywhere! woodworker.com/fww07



800-645-9292 When calling, mention code fww07 READER SERVICE NO. 86



PRO-V



$ 849 00 Professional Vacuum Bagging Kit



Includes electronically controlled 5 CFM, vane type vacuum pump, 54”x109” seamless urethane vacuum bag and 10’ of vacuum hose. No compressor needed.



888-342-8262 READER SERVICE NO. 3



www.vac-u-clamp.com



SERVICE 10 FW-FH-FC-IHREADER 1/12 ad 14p3NO. x 13p6



READER SERVICE NO. 65



Tried &True Delmhorst –



serving woodworkers for nearly 60 years. Woodworkers trust Delmhorst moisture meters for accurate results to ensure the quality of each and every project.



1-800-222-0638



delmhorst.com



READER SERVICE NO. 108



www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



®



.



When accuracy is the point



READER SERVICE NO. 78



January/February 2007
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SOME WOODS ARE INHERENTLY BETTER THAN OTHERS. THE SAME GOES FOR DRILL PRESSES. Introducing the first line of drill presses designed specifically for woodworkers. Each features our new, patented woodworker’s table. Designed to tilt at compound angles, it eliminates the need for auxiliary jigs or fixtures. You’ll also appreciate up to a 20" swing and 6" quill stroke, along with a drill bit depth stop. Some models even incorporate a digital readout and integrated TWINLASER® that projects a crosshair for precise results. To find out more about the drill presses redesigned from the ground up, visit deltamachinery.com/drillpresses.



WOODWORKER’S TABLE



DIGITAL SPEED AND DEPTH READOUT



READER SERVICE NO. 158



INTEGRATED TWINLASER®



notes & comment Yale offers close study of 1,000 classic pieces The atmosphere is more warehouse than showroom, but this basement in New Haven, Conn., is where many scholars and craftsmen head for up-close viewing of classic furniture. Yale Art Gallery’s Furniture Study offers visitors a rare opportunity to examine more than 1,000 pieces ranging from early Chippendale to contemporary. The emphasis is on teaching, with the pieces arranged chronologically by form. Curator Patricia E. Kane said this lets visitors see how artisans of different periods



Unprecedented numbers. Comparisons are easy at the Yale Art Gallery Furniture Study, where hundreds of pieces are stored side by side in tight ranks, including an army of ball-and-claw feet (right).



Book Review



400 Wood Boxes: The Fine Art of Containment & Concealment, edited by Veronika Alice Gunter. Lark Books, 2004. 352 pp. $24.95.



Total access. Visitors can get a close look at construction details. Curator Patricia Kane displays a drawer among a row of tall chests.



solved common furniture problems. “It’s really great to be able to walk along and compare and contrast one set of solutions to another,” she said. The low-key atmosphere, the sheer number of pieces, and their unique arrangement help students learn in ways that would be impossible in the distant and pristine setting of a traditional museum. Individuals and small groups can explore the collection by appointment. It’s also possible to take measurements of some pieces if you arrange to do so when making the appointment. The collection features early colonial work and plenty of ornate Chippendale and Queen Anne pieces. It is a resource for contemporary builders, with chairs by Gustav Stickley, Art Carpenter, and Hans Wegner; turnings by Mark Sfirri; and marquetry by Silas Kopf. There is also a large stash of old hand tools. —Gina Eide, assistant web editor



ASPIRING BOX-MAKERS WILL FIND A WEALTH of inspiration in this coffee-table volume,



which features more than 400 works from 181 artists. With a minimum of text, this isn’t a shop manual by any means, but a source of ideas. Page upon page of eyepopping variety and ingenuity is displayed in richly detailed color photos. Some readers might feel there is too much artsy work among the selections, and some of it is very avant-garde, but there also are plenty of beautifully crafted traditional and contemporary boxes. Buy the book and dress up a coffee table, then build a few of the boxes and dress up several more. —Steve Scott, associate editor
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VIRUTEX.COM



50 Hill St. # 509 Southampton NY 11968



EDGE BANDERS



PRODUCTION HOT AIR PRE-GLUED PVC,VENEERPOLYESTER,MELAMINE MOTORIZED FLUSH TOP-BOTTOM END TRIM POWER BELT FEEDER 15 FEET/MIN. 220 V.1 PHASE, 900 COLOR MATCH 1,2,3 MM TAPES-HDL STRIPS NO COMPRESSED AIR COMPLETE BANDING SYSTEM EDGE BANDER DOUBLE EDGE TRIMMER END TRIMMER



ABRASIVE PLANER



It must withstand rain, sleet and snow. It must pass numerous freeze/thaw cycles and be abrasion resistant.



®



18 X 3” DOOR PLANER



If you are hunting for a durable finish, you need one you can hunt with!



BEVEL FENCE



DOOR HINGE ROUTER



DOWEL



The finish must absorb the shock of stretching and compressing hundreds of times.



www.woodschool.org



LAMINATE VENEER SUPER SLITTER



CURVE PLANER



JOIN 5/8, 3/4 BOARD 5/16



Archery bows have the most demanding requirement for a finish.



Rockport, Maine



MOTORIZED 3” WIDE 18” CONCAVE 16” CONVEX



LINE BORING FIXTURE



WORKSHOPS STUDIO FELLOWSHIPS TWELVE-WEEK INTENSIVES NINE-MONTH COMPREHENSIVE



LAMINATE VENEER MITER CUTTER



MOTORIZED POWER FEEDER 50 FEET PER MINUTE. 30” WIDE CUT. INEXPENSIVE TWO WHEEL CUTTERS NO WASTE , SAFE NO NEED TO USE TABLE SAW



GLUER



Nothing... Except it is made of wood and plastic laminates, and has a unique finish.



Teaching Creative Excellence



LAMINATE-VENEER SLITTERS



WHITE VINYL 4.8” ROLLER 3.5” UPPER ROLLER



What does this bow have in common with your project?



CENTER for FURNITURE CRAFTSMANSHIP



800-868-9663 FAX: 631-537-2396



LOCK MORTISER



NO TEMPLATES NEEDED



VACUUM PORT ADVANCE DESIGN



Fast Dry Polyurethane



KWICK KLEEN



EDGE LIPPING PLANER



Restoration Products 1-888-222-9767 www.kwickkleen.com



PRECISION FLUSH TRIM 21/4” WIDE



REVERSIBLE SELF INDEX CARBIDE BLADES FOR PVC HARDWOOD, SOLID SURFACE LAMINATE 1/8” CUT RATE CONTINUOUS ADJUST CUT DEPTH GOOD ON CORNERS & AGAINST GRAIN 17 LBS STURDY



READER SERVICE NO. 8



READER SERVICE NO. 155



READER SERVICE NO. 87



%' #$#&   )%+ "
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CMT Tenon Cutting Bit includes 4 stackable slot cutters, spacers and shims, & 1/2 inch shank arbor.



 '!$  )!!



!! 



              



READER SERVICE NO. 134



On the cutting edge of tradition… Call or visit us online for a FREE Woodturners Catalog phone 1-800-551-8876 



H by
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website www.woodturnerscatalog.com



READER SERVICE NO. 85
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notes & comment



continued



Vermont maker builds stretch settee



Ample seating. Timothy Clark’s settee is a tasteful stretch-limo version of similar pieces he makes in his Waltham, Vt., shop.



The Windsor chair has been around for nearly three centuries and has been made in scores of variations—from sack-back to comb-back and from writing arm to continuous arm. There have been Windsor high chairs and Windsor miniatures, Windsor daybeds and Windsor cradles, Windsor rockers, settees, and rocking settees. But has there ever been a Windsor settee long enough to seat 16 with ease? There is now. Timothy Clark, a Windsor chairmaker in Waltham, Vt., built his 29-ft.-long, 203-spindle stretch settee early in 2006 for a restaurant at the Park Hyatt hotel in Washington, D.C. To simplify assembly and delivery, Clark built the settee in three sections, each just over 9 ft. long. The seat planks meet in butt joints secured underneath with wooden cleats. To join the crest-rail sections he used a custom-made turnbuckle system, and for the arm-rail sections he used barrel bolts. The spindles are through-mortised top and bottom and each of those 406 joints is wedged. For a With so many spindles, closer look at the process, see his Web site: consistency was crucial. www.timothyclark.com. A jig helped Clark space the  —Jonathan Binzen holes and drill them at the proper angle.
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Many machinery manufacturers brag about being able to balance a nickel on their machines’ tables. Now Oliver is upping the ante with a saw that runs smooth enough to balance a dime. Precision construction plus minimal vibration equals unparalleled quality of cuts. If you want a machine that’s not afraid to go all in, contact Oliver for a dealer in your area today.
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+ Precision Ground Table + 84” Long Bed / 45” Fence + Helical or Spiral Cutterhead + Solid Cast Iron Base + Powerful 3HP 1ph or 5HP 3ph Motor + Weighs in at Over 1000 Pounds
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+ Helical or Straight Knife Cutterhead + Powerful 10HP or 15HP Motor + Digital Thickness Controller and Powered Table Lift + 22” Version Available (sans table lift) + Weighs in at 1,840 lbs
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For A Free Catalog Or To Find Your Local Woodcraft Store, Visit www.woodcraft.com Or Call 800-542-9115.



Pinnacle is defined by Webster’s as the highest point of development or achievement. The latest offering of clamping, marking, and measuring tools that bear the Pinnacle™ name have certainly earned their logo. Every detail of these Pinnacle™ tools was engineered with one thing in mind; provide woodworkers with tools that empower them to craft higher quality, more professional cabinetry and furniture. Pinnacle™ tools are available exclusively at Woodcraft.



Pinnacle Clamping Square & Wedge Maintain a perfect square while assembling frames, cabinets, or just about any box!



PROFESSIONAL QUALITY TOOLS



Pinnacle 4" Box Clamp Quickly square up and secure the pieces of any box structure with a thickness between ¼" to 1"!



Pinnacle Precision Triangle Set



Pinnacle Precision Straight Edge Rule



Both the 4½" and 6¼" Triangles in this set are manufactured to extremely accurate standards and guarantee perpendicular accuracy to well within .001".



Each inch and fractional marking is laser engraved to a positioning tolerance of .0002".



To learn more about Pinnacle™ tools visit www.woodcraft.com/pinnacle.aspx



QUALITY WOODWORKING TOOLS • SUPPLIES • ADVICE™ READER SERVICE NO. 111



Dept: 07WW02P



tools & materials ■ TA B L E S AW S



Hitachi’s first cabinet saw is strong, precise



■ CORDLESS TOOLS



FESTOOL CORDLESS DRILL IS A WONDER



H



itachi has stepped into the cabinet-saw market with a 10-in., left-tilting hybrid (model C10LA). Rated at 11⁄ 2 hp, the 110v/15-amp motor has the power to rip 4/4 hardwood stock with ease, and 8/4 just fine if you feed it slowly. But the construction of the tool is what impressed me the most. The cast-iron tabletop is large (271⁄ 8 in. by 401⁄ 8 in.) and dead flat. There was no runout on the arbor or arbor flange. A beefy cast-iron trunnion assembly tilts easily to 45° and provides a solid mount for the motor and V-belt-driven arbor. Dust control is excellent, aided by a 4-in.-dia. dust port and an enclosed cabinet. The T-square-style rip fence is solid, locks easily, and is fitted with replaceable melamine faces. The saw offers a 30-in. rip capacity to the right of the blade, 18 in. to the left, and 13 in. of table support in front of the blade. A small outfeed extension table is included to help support long stock. Also included is a 36-tooth carbide blade, an adjustable-stop T-slot miter gauge, a dado insert, and a plastic push stick. With its effective dust collection and solid construction, this tool would make a good buy for a woodworker looking to upgrade from a benchtop or contractor saw. It retails for $1,000. To locate retailers or get more information, visit www.hitachipowertools.com. —Roland Johnson is a contributing editor.
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Handy features. A bevel scale in the saw table (top) makes bladeangle adjustments easy to see. The Hitachi also has excellent dust collection (bottom). Dust is shepherded to the hose via a tapered chute inside the cabinet.



THE C12 CORDLESS DRILL FROM FESTOOL has a brushless motor (a first in the cordless market) that runs silky-smooth, with lots of power and easily controlled torque throughout the two speed settings. At 3 lb. 6.8 oz., it’s one of the lightest 12v drills available and the 1.3-amp/hour battery provides extended drilling and driving abilities. The solid-state trigger is very sensitive yet easily modulated, and the 24-position clutch reduces the chances of stripping or overdriving screws. The drill is perfectly balanced and has quickly become a favorite of mine, whether drilling holes or driving screws. The kit comes with a keyless chuck, a short hex chuck that accepts screwdriver bits for close work, a right-angle chuck, and an eccentric chuck for working at odd angles. It also includes a charger and spare battery. It sells for $345 direct from Festool. For more information, go to www. festoolusa .com. —R.J.



■ ACCESSORIES



PRECISE, AFFORDABLE JIG FOR DRILLING POCKET HOLES



P



ocket holes are a fast and efficient method of joinery, which is important to a professional like me. I use a lot of plywood in my custom cabinetry, and I often incorporate pockethole joinery in the solid-wood face frames. Kreg’s new Model R3 pocket-hole jig adjusts easily, without tools, to drill stock from 1⁄ 2 in. to 11⁄ 2 in. thick in 1⁄ 8-in. increments. You can attach the jig to a workpiece with a C-clamp, or you can use the included face-frame adapter to connect the jig using Kreg’s Face Clamps (not included). These clamps have handles like a pair of locking pliers, but they have wide jaws with a deep reach. These accessories speed up the process of drilling multiple holes. An affordable way to make fast and efficient joinery, the R3 from Kreg would be a solid addition to a shop. The kit sells for $45 and includes the jig, the Fast Clamp adapter, a bit with stop collar, an extralong square drive, five packs of screws, and a small pack of angled dowel plugs. Face Clamps range in price from $15 to $35. For information, go to www.kregtool.com. —Mark Edmundson is a woodworker and teacher in Idaho.



Pocket holes in a jiffy. The R3 jig attaches easily to the workpiece with almost any bar or C-clamp. The lip on the end references the edge of the workpiece.



■ SHOP SAFETY



SNAKE-ARM TASK LIGHTS AND SAFETY SHIELDS ARE INDUSTRIAL-QUALITY EVEN IN WELL-LIT SHOPS, task lights come in handy for bandsaws, drill presses, and workbench areas. Danray Products in Rockford, Ill., has been making adjustable snake-arm lamps and safety shields for the woodworking and metalworking industries for more than 40 years, and now the company is selling directly to the consumer. Danray offers products to fit just about any application, and the stiff snake arms work well. Lampshades, rated to take up to a 100-watt bulb, are made of high-impact polycarbonate. They’re double-walled and well-vented to keep the outer shade from getting hot. The safety shields also are made of unbreakable polycarbonate, 3 ⁄16 in. thick, and come in a variety of sizes. I tried a light on a magnetic base ($63 as shown) on my bandsaw and a safety shield ($55) on a fixed base on one of my grinders, and I was impressed with the quality of both. To buy Danray products directly, go to www. danrayproducts.com or call 815-262-6667. —William Duckworth is a contributing editor. Snake arms won’t slither out of position. They can be mounted directly to a surface (right), on a C-clamp assembly, or on a magnetic base (left). Photos, except where noted: Thomas McKenna; this page (top right and left): Kelly J. Dunton
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■ B A N D S AW S ■ HEAD TO HEAD



Small, quiet compressors for in or out of the shop



TRIM AIR EMGLO Manufacturer: DeWalt Web site: www.dewalt.com Street price: $200 Weight: 30 lb. Volume: 2 cfm at 90 psi Pump: oilless Tank: 2 gal.



J



Manufacturer: Bostitch Web site: www.bostitch.com Street price: $160 Weight: 191 ⁄ 2 lb. Volume: 2.7 cfm at 40 psi; 1.8 cfm at 90 psi Pump: oilless Tank: 1.6 gal.



udging by new offerings from Bostitch and DeWalt, shop compressors are getting smaller, quieter, and more efficient. These tools handle the workload of finish nailing without the bulk and noise often associated with larger compressors, and I was pleasantly surprised at how well they both performed. The Bostitch Trim Air (model CAP1516) is the quieter of the two, and its featherlight weight and convenient handle make it easy to carry. The tool features a quick-connect hose fitting on the side; however, to avoid the hose recoiling, you’ll need to use two hands to disconnect it. The 1.6-gal. tank recharges in around 45 seconds and refills completely in around 15. The Trim Air has only a line-pressure gauge; a tank gauge would make it easier to tell how long the compressor will take to fill. The DeWalt Emglo (model D55141) is heavier than the Bostitch and has easy-to-read line and tank gauges. The tank fills in around 1 minute and 20 seconds, but recharges quickly in around 15 seconds. Unlike the Trim Air, the DeWalt has two quick-connect fittings to accommodate two finish nailers. And the danger of hose recoil is eliminated due to a rubber gasket inside the quick connect. With a full tank, each compressor was able to drive about 15, 11⁄4-in. finish nails or 22, 1-in. brad nails before recharging. With performance nearly equal, I chose the DeWalt as the winner based on its features. For purchasing information, visit the manufacturers’ Web sites. —M.E.
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STEEL CITY’S 18-IN. BANDSAW HAS SOME FLAWS ALTHOUGH INITIALLY IMPRESSED by the price of Steel City Toolworks’ 18-in. bandsaw and its five-year warranty, I was disappointed with the tool I tested. Resaw capacity and power are adequate, but the upper guide post flexed enough to allow the thrust bearings to flex out of alignment, which caused the blade to twist during resawing. The table rides on aluminum trunnions, and the cast-iron trunnion supports lock securely. But the saw I looked at had a 0.012-in. crown in the middle of the table and a 0.024-in. disparity in table surfaces at the blade slot with the alignment pin removed. The upper blade guides mount to a rack-andpinion guide post by means of a 90º steel bracket. Unfortunately, the bracket on the saw I tested was bent more than 90º, which created a twist in the blade between the upper and lower guides. The eccentricadjustable roller-bearing blade guides are relatively easy to adjust, although the thumbscrews securing them are absurdly tiny. A 4-in.-dia. dust port located below the lower blade guides does a commendable job of dust collection, and a paddle-style power switch is conveniently sized and located. —R.J.



MODEL 50250 www.steelcitytoolworks.com Phone: 615-225-9001 Street price: $1,280 Motor: 2 hp, 230v, TEFC Resaw capacity: 12 in. Ripping capacity: 15½ in. to left of blade; 10 in. to right Table: cast iron, 20 in. by 20 in.



Introducing the W&H Model 206! Built in Multi-Pass System Variable feed motor GS1 Guide System Magnetic dropout switch w/variable speed DC control



W NE



Heavy duty cord



READER SERVICE NO. 80



Rou erbits.com M o r e . .. B i t s, B l a d es , B o ok s &



Shop Online For



7 Year Warranty



Multi-Pass Kit



Vari-Feed Kit



Williams & Hussey Machine Co., Inc. 70 Powers St. Milford, NH 03055 phone. 800.258.1380



www.williamsnhussey.com READER SERVICE NO. 29



Whiteside Router Bits Systimatic Saw Blades Fisch Forstner Bits Bench Dog



&REE #ATALOG &URNITURE0ARTS 2EADY TO &INISH %CNN VCDNGNGIUEQO



Call For Your Free Catalog



1-888-811-7269



www.Routerbits.com
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2007 CLASSES IN: • Cabinet Making • Carving • Chair Making • Design • Finishing • Furniture Making • Joinery • Turning • Veneering & Marquetry and MUCH MORE!



www.marcadams.com



5504 E 500 N, Franklin, IN 46131 [email protected]



1-317-535-4013 FAX 317-535-1713



Courses run April thru October, Week Long and Weekend Workshops Lodging is available nearby. Call to find out more about our Masters Programs and Scholarships! READER SERVICE NO. 136



READER SERVICE NO. 130



www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



READER SERVICE NO. 18



January/February 2007
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fundamentals A mallet is a must-have this one takes an afternoon to make, but years to wear out B y



P h i l i p



C .



The driving force. A well-built mallet delivers a solid blow that powers chisels for chopping dovetails, mortises, and other joinery.



L o w e



S



ome folks like to joke that the best tool for any job is a bigger hammer. A woodworker’s joinery mallet, with its massive square head, fits that description, but there’s more to it than that. A well-designed mallet is light enough to control comfortably but heavy enough to deliver useful power without requiring a wild, roundhouse swing. A mallet also offers a broader striking surface than a hammer, and one that is tailored to the nature of the work. While a carver’s slender mallet allows pinpoint control and a much lighter touch, the joinery mallet’s broad, flat striking surface is ideal for other tasks that require more force and less flexibility. A square-headed mallet excels at driving chisels to chop joinery, especially when cutting across the grain for dovetails or mortises. It’s also great for project assembly and other tasks that require a firm rap or two. Another great thing is that a mallet is easy to make.



Make the head from a solid block Start with a blank of splinter-resistant hardwood such as hard maple. A block about 3 in. sq.



Elongate hole at top. 53 ⁄ 8 in.



23/4 in.



3 in.



Mallet head



Sawkerf, approx. 21/2 in. deep



Striking surface, angled approx. 5º



NO LATHE NEEDED 113 ⁄ 8 in.



This mallet’s head is milled from one piece of 12/4 hard maple, with the striking surfaces on the end grain. The handle, also hard maple, starts as a rectangle. Its round tenon and comfortable grip are shaped by hand.



Mallet handle



11/4 in. 3/4 in.



Start at the top



Drill the mortise. Be sure to back the bit out frequently to clear the waste as the mortise deepens.
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Rasp out a wider opening at the top. A driven wedge will expand the handle to fit this space tightly.



Bandsaw the angled striking faces. Plane or sand the surfaces flat—a rounded surface is more likely to deliver a glancing blow. Photos: Steve Scott; drawings: Kelly J. Dunton



Proof



that good things come



in 3’s



C 12 Cordless drill set



PS 300 EQ Jigsaw



PACKAGE 001



ETS 150/5 EQ Sander



3 mm, 4 mm, 5 mm, 6 mm, 7 mm, 8 mm, and 10 mm drill bits



S AV E $13 5



Introducing Festool PACKAGE 001, the best way to start or add to your arsenal of Festool power tools. This unique offer includes the C12 Cordless drill set, the PS 300 EQ Jigsaw, and the ETS 150/5 EQ Sander: three essential tools in any collection. Plus, with a savings of $135, there’s never been a better time to discover why the Festool system is second to none. Superior power, efﬁcient ergonomic design, incredible safety and exceptional durability are just a few of the Festool hallmarks that make all three of these tools completely unlike anything else. For more information about PACKAGE 001 and the entire Festool system, contact us or visit your local Festool dealer today. Available for a limited time only, while supplies last.



Fasten your tool belts. FIND YOUR DEALER



| www.festoolusa.com/dealers | 888-337-8600 READER SERVICE NO. 141



Sanding abrasives P80, P100 - Rubin® P120, P180, P320 Brilliant® 2 (5 sheets each)



Jigsaw blades 35-blade assortment pack



PACKAGE INCLUDES:



Wood drill set



fundamentals



continued



Shape the tenon



Start the handle by cutting a long tenon, 3/4 in. sq. Mark the shoulder so that the tenon will protrude 1/2 in. beyond the top of the mallet head.



Turn a square tenon into a round one. First mark out a 3/4-in.-dia. circle on the end grain, then use a combination square with a 45º head to mark chamfers that just touch the circle. Carry lines from the corners of these chamfers down the sides of the tenon. Next, use a flat rasp to create the chamfers, stopping when you reach the layout lines. A second pass with the rasp removes the secondary corners and makes the tenon nearly round.



by 41⁄ 2 in. to 5 in. long will make a mallet head that is massive and heavy enough to deliver a blow with great force when needed. You can glue up such a block if you don’t have 12/4 stock available, but be aware that the glue joint might fail eventually. A through-mortise in the mallet head provides an attachment point for the handle. To make it, find and mark the center in the top of the blank. Then, using a drill press or a handheld drill with a spade bit, bore a 3⁄4-in.-dia. hole through the blank, top to bottom. Use a rat-tail (round tapering) rasp to elongate the hole on the top of the mallet head by 1⁄16 in. to 1⁄ 8 in. toward the end grain in each direction. The wider opening should taper down about halfway through the mortise. If you don’t have a rasp or file, a 1⁄ 2-in. dowel and some coarse sandpaper will do a decent job. Next, mark the striking surfaces of the mallet for cutting at a slight angle from top to bottom. An angled surface will strike the butt of a tool handle more squarely because the mallet itself typically will be angled slightly upward when the blow lands. Cutting the ends is simplest on the bandsaw. Plane or sand away the sawmarks. It’s also a good idea to bevel the edges and corners of the block to prevent splintering.



Start the tenon on the bandsaw The handle also should be of a sturdy, straight-grained hardwood such as maple, birch, hickory, or oak. Start with a 12-in. length that is 3⁄4 in. thick by 11⁄4 in. wide. Begin by marking the layout for the tenon that will connect the handle to the head. At one end, mark a centerline to bisect the width of the piece. Use this line to lay out a 3/4-in. square. Next, mark out a shoulder line 31/2 in. from the end of the piece and then cut away the waste on the bandsaw to create the square tenon. The extra 1⁄ 2 in. of tenon length will allow the



Do the final shaping by eye. Use a rasp, smooth file, or scraper for final cleanup, checking the fit frequently. A chisel cleans up the shoulder.
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ALL MEAT NO FILLER



Iturra Design : New 2007 Catalog



PUT SOME SUBSTANCE IN YOUR WORKSHOP – LIKE OUR NEW 23 GAUGE HEADLESS PIN / BRAD NAILER THAT SHOOTS UP TO 2”. MEET THE CPB23.50



CALL 1-866-883-8064 or 1-904-371-3998 READER SERVICE NO. 99



       



USES



"



   



• SUPER FINE FINISHING • CABINETRY • MOULDINGS • TRIM 











              



VISIT OUR WEBSITE FOR MORE INFORMATION
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www.cadextools.com Distributed by Direct Sales Ltd. Ph. 604.876.9909 Fax. 604.876.3914



READER SERVICE NO. 97



Operate 3-phase woodworking machines from single-phase! • Immediate delivery • Two year warranty NEW! ase 3-ph • True 3-phase output Turn-on ireless • Whisper quiet operation with w te. remo • No-charge tech support, 24-7 • Regulated output for CNC Machines • The most capacity at the least cost, guaranteed! • Protect your investment - Insist on Phasemaster® • Visit us today at www.kayind.com
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General Offices 604 N. Hill St. South Bend, IN 46617 800-348-5257 574-289-5932 (fax)



Western Region 4127 Bay St. #6 Fremont, CA 94538 510-656-8766 510-657-7283 (fax)



The World Leader in Single to Three-Phase Power Conversion READER SERVICE NO. 69
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fundamentals



continued



Fit and assemble



Chamfer the corners with a handplane. A simple ellipse layout is transferred to the handle’s length with the same tangent method used for the tenon.



the wedge that secures the handle to the mallet head. You want the wedge parallel to the striking surfaces. If it were parallel to the long grain, it could split the mallet head. Before assembling the mallet, shape the handle for a comfortable grip.



Wedge the tenon for a secure fit To keep a solid connection between mallet and handle, I drive a glued wedge into the kerf in the top of the handle. This expands the handle against the walls of the mortise and tightens the fit. Bandsaw the wedge from the edge of a 3⁄4-in.-thick board. Make the wedge 2 in. to 3 in. long, no thicker than 1⁄4 in. to 3⁄ 8 in. To assemble the mallet, put a little glue on the inside of the mortise and push the handle into place, making sure it’s oriented correctly to the striking surfaces. Next, apply some glue to the wedge and hammer it into the sawkerf. When the glue dries, saw off the wedge and the excess length of handle, then chisel or plane the top smooth. Wipe on a little Watco or linseed oil for an optional finish. Avoid wax—too much will make the grip slippery. •



Finish shaping. Blend the contours and smooth the surface. Next, saw a kerf about 2 in. deep through the center of the tenon. The kerf should be parallel with the striking faces in the assembled mallet.



tenon to protrude from the mallet head so it can be trimmed flush after glue-up.



Shape the tenon with a rasp Making a square tenon round is relatively easy if you follow the steps shown in the photos on p. 34. (Of course, if you have a lathe, you can turn the entire handle. Once you have a true cylinder, use a scraper, sandpaper, or a smooth file to finish shaping the tenon, testing and fitting until it goes into the mortise. The handle should fit snugly, but you shouldn’t have to strike it to drive the tenon all the way into the mortise. Next, use a bandsaw or a handsaw to cut a sawkerf about 21⁄ 2 in. deep down through the center of the tenon and perpendicular to the 11⁄4-in. dimension. This kerf will hold
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Drive the wedge until it stops. When the glue dries, use a handsaw and chisel to trim the handle and wedge flush with the top of the mallet.



Northwest Timber Est. 1976



BUY FIGURED NORTHWEST HARDWOODS ONLINE 24/7



Easy-t Easy-to-build boat kits



1-541-327-1000 [email protected] www.nwtimber.com
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Specialty Hardwoods for the Hard to Please



clcboats.com



READER SERVICE NO. 46



READER 112 FW-FH-FC-IH 1/12 SERVICE ad 14p3NO. x 13p6



SPEED-COPE™ JIGSAW COPING JIG The FAST, EASY way to cope crown and base moldings!



FREE How To DVD when you order!



USE YOUR POWER JIGSAW FOR ALL YOUR COPING!



18999plus shipping



$ For additional information/ordering:



or call toll-free



www.speedcope.com 1-800-755-8146 READER 147 FW-FH-FC-IH 1/12 SERVICE ad 14p3NO. x 13p6



READER 154 FW-FH-FC-IH 1/12 SERVICE ad 14p3NO. x 13p6



N Pocket-Screw Joinery... EW for Everyone!



Introducing the NEW R3 Kreg Jig®… Great Features, Outstanding Value!



99 44MS RP MSRP US US



New Features...



Write for FREE Catalog!



• Easily adjusts to handle ½” up to 1-1/2” thick material • Designed to be used with a variety of clamp styles • Wood chip relief holes ease the drilling stroke • Conveniently packaged in an organized carrying case VISIT WWW.KREGTOOL.COM FOR A DEALER NEAR YOU!



4-



www.kregtool.com | 800.447.8638



READER SERVICE NO. 123



www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



FANATICS • Tech Support that Knows FESTOOL Products • 3 Year Factory Warranty on ALL Festool Tools • McFeely’s Honors All FESTOOL Specials • Top rated Tools that Work as a SYSTEM



Kit Includes: • R3 Kreg Jig® • Drill Bit / Depth Collar • Driver Bit • Sample Screws / Plugs $



READER SERVICE NO. 89



SQUARE DRIVE SCREWS PO Box 11169 • Dept FWWHAV • Lynchburg • VA • 24506 Toll Free 1-800-443-7937 or at www.mcfeelys.com READER SERVICE NO. 127



January/February 2007
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Photos, except where noted: Thomas McKenna



Resawing on the Bandsaw Make thin boards safely, easily, and with little waste B Y



L O N N I E



R



esawing thick stock on the bandsaw to create thinner lumber or veneer offers a variety of benefits to woodworkers. It not only allows you to move beyond the standard lumber dimensions available at lumberyards and home centers, but it also opens all sorts of design options. For instance, you can slice a board in half to create book-matched panels; you can slice extrathin stock for dividers and delicate boxes; and you can cut your own veneers to get the most from a prized plank of figured wood. Yet, with all the benefits resawing offers, few machine techniques seem as difficult to master. Because the blade is embedded along the width of the wood, resawing places a lot of demands on both the bandsaw and the blade. If the saw isn’t powerful enough or the



B I R D



blade isn’t sharp enough, the blade can buckle and bow, the motor can bog down and stall, or the blade can wander out of the cut and spoil the workpiece. But with the right setup, you’ll overcome these obstacles and achieve uniform, flat cuts every time. Probably no factor affects your success as much as blade selection. I find a coarse, narrow blade with a positive rake angle (the angle at the front of the tooth) works best. For most resawing, I’d use a hook-tooth blade with 2 tpi to 3 tpi, 3⁄ 8 in. to 1⁄ 2 in. wide and 0.025 in. thick. This coarse blade effectively pulls sawdust out of the kerf, allowing the blade to run cooler and thus cut faster. The positive rake angle pulls the wood forward, making it easy to feed with a light touch. The only downside of such a coarse blade is that the cut



S TA R T W I T H T H E R I G H T B L A D E A N D T E N S I O N USE A C OA R S E , N AR ROW B L A D E A narrow (3⁄8 in. to 1⁄2 in. wide), coarse (3-tpi), hook-tooth blade will clear sawdust out of the kerf easily, and a positive rake angle will make it easy to feed a board through with a light touch.



3 tpi



Two ways to check blade tension. A simple method is to set the tension one mark higher on the tension scale of your bandsaw (for instance, set it to the 1 ⁄2-in. mark for a 3 ⁄8-in.-wide blade). You also can check the tension by pressing your finger against the side of the blade (right); if it deflects more than 1 ⁄4 in., crank up the tension.
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will be somewhat rough and prone to vibration, so it may not be suitable for resawing thin veneers, which are spoiled easily. If you plan to resaw veneers from thicker stock, you may want to use a variable-tooth, hook-type blade. The teeth on this blade are the same shape but vary in size, which results in less vibration.



Ready the bandsaw for resawing



Make sure the blade is perpendicular to the table. Place a square against the side of the blade, and adjust the table until the sawblade is flush against the blade of the square.



Not only does resawing require the proper blade, but for consistent results and smooth cuts, it’s also critical to adjust the bandsaw. These adjustments must be made in the proper sequence. First mount, track, and tension the blade; then square the table to the blade and adjust the guides. Finally, if the fence on the machine is too short to support wide stock, build an auxiliary fence. Because resawing generates a lot of dust, use dust collection at the source as well as an ambient air cleaner. Increased blade tension produces flatter cuts—Resawing places a greater burden on a bandsaw blade because of the increased forces and the heat generated during the process. As the stock is fed into the blade, it places the front of the blade in compression and the back in tension. The combination of these opposing forces can cause the blade to buckle and spoil the workpiece. The best way to avoid this scenario and ensure smooth cuts of uniform thickness is to place the blade under lots of tension (15,000 psi is a good target) and employ a steady feed rate; don’t force the stock. The most accurate method for measuring tension is with a tension gauge, but this device costs around $300. If you don’t want to shell out that kind of cash, you’ll have to rely on your saw’s built-in tension scale. Unfortunately, most of these scales tend to provide a low reading, so I came up with a low-tech solution. Simply adjust the blade tension to the next mark on the scale; for instance, if you are using a 3⁄ 8-in.-wide blade, adjust the tension



Adjust the guides. Guides should be 0.002 in. to 0.003 in. from the blade and should not touch the teeth. You have the right spacing if you can just slide a slip of paper between the guides and the blade (right). The same goes for the thrust bearing (far right), which shouldn’t spin until you begin to feed stock into the blade.
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Photos, this page (bottom): Kelly J. Dunton; drawings: Christopher Mills



A D D A TA L L F E N C E T O S U P P O R T W I D E S T O C K A tall auxiliary fence made from 3⁄4-in.-thick plywood or medium-density fiberboard (MDF) helps support wide stock for resawing, ensuring cuts that are true (parallel) and smooth.



Angle braces add rigidity.



Build the fence to a height that is equal to or greater than the width of stock to be resawn.



Attach parts with countersunk screws.



Make the base a little longer than the bandsaw table to allow for easier clamping.



Leave at least 2 in. of space on the ends for clamps.



for a 1⁄ 2-in.-wide blade. To reduce strain on the saw, I reduce the tension when I’m finished resawing. Setting up the table and guides—With the blade tension set, make sure that the table is square to the blade. Next, position the guide blocks and thrust bearing about 0.002 in. to 0.003 in. from the blade (about the thickness of a piece of paper). Be sure that the guide blocks do not contact the teeth. Then, adjust the upper guides so that they’re no more than 1⁄ 8 in. above the workpiece. Tall fence adds support and can be adjusted for drift—If you’re sawing just a few drawer parts from inexpensive stock, you can use the fence that came with your bandsaw. But for precise, uniform cuts, it’s better to build a taller auxiliary fence (see drawing, above). Before resawing, it’s important to determine and adjust for blade drift, the tendency of the thin blade to begin cutting out of parallel with the fence. One way to reduce drift is to track the blade so that it’s in the exact center of the tire, which can be difficult to do with the flat tires on many European bandsaws. I find it easier to adjust the fence for drift (see photos, right).



Adjust for blade drift when installing the fence. Raise the guides and cut along a scribed line freehand (right). Stop midway through the cut, hold the test piece in place, and clamp the auxiliary fence against it (below). This ensures that the blade won’t wander during the cut.



Listen to the machine as you cut The process of resawing is straightforward. It starts with stock that is flat and square so that you have a flat surface to register against the fence. As you resaw down the thickness of a board, you typically eliminate the tension in the wood that was keeping it square and flat. With that tension unleashed, the natural side effect is that the resawn stock can tend to twist, cup, or bow. Resawing parts a bit oversize allows you to straighten and flatten them later. For thicker stock, such as that used for drawer fronts or sides, I cut boards about 1 ⁄ 16 in. to 1 ⁄ 8 in. thicker than I need (factoring in the www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com
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Tips for better resawing S L I C I N G T H I C K , LO N G S T O C K Keep the workpiece flat against the fence. To ensure a true (parallel) cut, use one hand to push the board and the other to hold it flat against the fence throughout the cut. Pull long stock through at the end of the cut. Before the board starts to fall off the table on the back side, walk around to the other side of the saw and pull the board through. Support the board with one hand while using the other to hold it flat against the fence. This method also keeps your hands away from the blade.



sawkerf). I cut veneer sheets only about 1⁄ 32 in. thicker than necessary, just enough to allow for easy removal of sawmarks. As you cut, listen for the sounds of overfeeding. If you push the saw too hard, the motor may bog down, or the blade may twist or bow and ruin the cut. At about 6 in. from the end of the cut, replace your pushing hand with a push stick for safety. If you’re resawing a long board, pull the last length of the workpiece through. When resawing veneer, run the workpiece lightly over the jointer after each cut, removing only about 1⁄ 64 in. of material. This gives you one flat face to glue to the substrate, allowing you to smooth the rough outer face easily without fear of spoiling the veneer. Then place the jointed face against the bandsaw fence, and continue cutting. If you plan to book-match the resawn boards, stack them in the order that you cut them so that it will be easier to find good matches.  Lonnie Bird is a contributing editor.
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SLICING THIN VENEER For consistent results, hold the flat face of the workpiece against the fence. As you near the end of the cut, push the stock through with a push stick to keep your fingers clear of the blade.



Joint after each cut. Run the just-cut face of the workpiece lightly over the jointer (removing about 1 ⁄64 in. of material) before slicing the next sheet.



When to Stop



Sanding? Depending on the finish, probably earlier than you think B Y



A R I



T U C K M A N



S



anding is most woodworkers’ leastfavorite activity. It’s dusty, boring, and time-consuming—the sooner done, the better. But what is the right stopping point? When does moving to a finer grit no longer yield appreciable improvements in the finished surface? To find out, I did a semi-scientific study. I took boards of cherry, white oak, and tiger maple, cut each into six pieces, and sanded them to six different grits. I then divided each piece into thirds and applied a different finish to each section, because what really matters is not how the bare boards look, but their appearance with a finish. The results were both interesting and reassuring.



Standard grits tested



Tuckman chose aluminum-oxide sandpaper graded to the FEPA scale (recognizable by the P prefix to the number) because it is the standard abrasive for sanding bare wood. He tested P120, P150, P220, P320, P400, and P600 grits because he previously had done most of his final sanding with either P220-grit or P320-grit and he wanted to see if either coarser or finer grits would make a noticeable change in the finished appearance of the wood.



Six grits tested on three woods I used a random-orbit sander for the majority of the sanding, progressing through the grits. This was followed by hand-sanding with a sanding block, with the grain, at the same final grit. I changed the disks when they began to wear out, but I used fresh paper on each board’s final grit for both the random-orbit and the hand-sanding. These three woods were chosen to see if wood grain or figure would JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2007
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Three different woods Tuckman chose white oak, cherry, and tiger maple as test woods, not only because they are familiar furniture woods, but also to see if tight or open grain and figure would influence the best final grit.



WHITE OAK Would the open grain pattern on oak conceal the scratches left by coarser grits?



CHERRY As a blotch-prone wood, does cherry respond best to finer-grit sanding?



TIGER MAPLE Would the stripes be enhanced by a coarse final grit, or would they be left blotchy?



Three different finishes
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make any difference. I cut one long board of each species into six 171⁄ 2-in. by 8-in. sections and machine-planed them flat. Once the 18 sections were sanded to the appropriate final grit, I removed the dust using a clean paintbrush and a vacuum.



Three types of finish applied After sanding, I used masking tape to separate each board into three sections. This allowed me to apply three different finishes to see if some are more sensitive to the final grit than others. I chose Danish oil for a minimal build, in-the-wood finish; shellac rubbed out with steel wool and then waxed for a medium-luster, thin film finish; and an oil-based polyurethane to give a more protective, high-gloss finish. I used natural Watco Danish Oil, wiping on the first coat with a cotton cloth, and then wiping off the surplus. When dry, I applied a second coat and then wetsanded using P400-grit wet/dry sandpaper and a sanding block. Then I wiped it dry to remove the surplus sawdust and oil. The next day, I applied a final coat in the same way as the first. On the next section, I rubbed on Zinsser SealCoat shellac with a cotton cloth. I applied eight coats over two days, sanded lightly with P320-grit sandpaper on a sanding block, and then added two more coats. When dry, I rubbed the surface with 0000 steel wool, and applied a thin coat of paste wax, polishing with a cotton cloth.



OIL



SHELLAC



A natural look. On one end of each sample board, Tuckman wiped on three coats of Danish oil to give a lower-luster, in-the-wood finish.



A medium-luster finish. After building up a thin film of shellac, Tuckman dulled the surface with 0000 steel wool and then polished it with paste wax.
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Photos: Mark Schofield



I brushed three coats of Zar oil-based, highgloss, interior polyurethane on the final section, sanding between coats with P320-grit paper. The third coat was left untouched.



Results: 220 or less in most cases This test set out to answer the question of how much sanding is too much. Based on these results, I can feel confident putting the sandpaper down after using P150-grit if I’m using a film finish, P220-grit for an oil finish on non-blotchy wood, and probably P400-grit on blotch-prone boards. I used clear finishes only. If you regularly stain your wood, you may want to do your own test. In general, wood sanded with higher grits tends to absorb less stain than wood sanded to a coarser grit. I also didn’t test soft woods or very hard tropical woods, but most furniture woods fall in the hardness range of my three test species. You also should sand correctly, even if you stop at a lower grit. When using the coarsest grit, make sure to remove all the telltale ripple marks left by the jointer and the planer. After power-sanding at final grit, make sure that you remove any swirls left by the random-orbit sander by thoroughly hand-sanding with the grain. I am thrilled by the results; as a weekend warrior, I already spend too little time in the shop. I have better things to do with that time than listen to my sander. □ Ari Tuckman lives in West Chester, Pa.



Results Each sample board was sanded and had three finishes applied. The difference, or lack thereof, between the highest and lowest sanded grits is depicted in the photographs below.



WHITE OAK HIGHER GRITS MAKE LITTLE DIFFERENCE The oak boards showed the least difference over the range of grits. Under the shellac and polyurethane finishes, all six boards were identical. The Danish-oiled panels were slightly lower in luster with the coarsest two grades of grit than with the finest two grits.



OIL



SHELLAC



VARNISH



OIL



SHELLAC



VARNISH



OIL



SHELLAC



VARNISH



120



600



CHERRY HIGHER GRIT FOR BLOTCHY BOARDS There was a slightly lower luster on the oil-finished P120-grit board compared to the P400- and P600grit boards. Tuckman had expected to see some blotchy cherry, but the sample board behaved fairly well. However, from previous experience he would still sand cherry up to at least P400-grit if he were going to use an oil finish.



120



600



TIGER MAPLE FIGURE IS NOT A FACTOR



VARNISH High-gloss protection. Three coats of oilbased polyurethane left a high-gloss film finish typical of a kitchen tabletop. www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



Tuckman had expected the coarser grits to leave the stripes more porous, resulting in more finish penetration and more pronounced figure. Instead, the degree of figure was equal on the extremes of grit with all three finishes. As with the other woods, higher grits brought out a higher luster under an oil finish.



120



600
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build a Country Hutch Router-bit set makes short work of traditional glass doors B Y M A R T I N M I L K O V I T S



b



eing self-employed as a furniture maker, it’s always tough to find time to build a piece for my own use. but my wife and I had always wanted a cupboard to store our collection of dinnerware, so I relented and spent what little spare time I had building a cupboard that fits not only the space available in our dining room but also the overall décor. The design of this piece germinated while I was building a large cupboard for a client. That piece was twice as wide as this version, and was made of maple with a rather plain frame-and-panel façade. I wanted something a little smaller, with more flair. So I scaled down the size and revised a few details to enliven the piece. This version is made mostly of cherry, stained to a deep reddish-brown for an aged look. you can leave the cherry natural, and it will darken over time. The glass doors showcase our prized plates and glassware, and are easy to make on the router table. The beaded, painted back slats add texture and contrast, while the custom hand-forged door hinges contribute to the classic feel.



Lower case is a complex assembly The lower case of the cupboard consists of a frame-and-panel bottom, back, and sides. The legs do double duty as the stiles of the frame-and-panel assemblies. As such, there are a number of mortises and
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Photos: Thomas Mckenna; drawings: bob La Pointe



LAYOUT BEGINS WITH THE LEGS the legs of the lower case also work as the stiles of the frame-and-panel sides and back, so there are a number of joints that need to be laid out. You’ll also have to mark out notches for the bottom, the shelf, and the drawer guides. Mortises for top stretcher, 7⁄8 in. deep by 1 ⁄4 in. wide by 3⁄4 in. long ⁄ in.



14



Mortise for upper side rail, 1 in. deep by 1 ⁄4 in. wide by 13⁄4 in. long



grooves to be cut into each leg, as well as mortises for the front stretchers. The legs also are notched for the bottom and the drawer guides. For strength, the shelf sits in grooves in support members that also are mortised into the legs. Taken individually, the lower case assemblies are relatively simple to construct. After dry-fitting everything together, begin assembling the back of the lower case. don’t forget to add the rear shelf support before gluing on the last leg. Set it aside to dry, then glue up the bottom frame-and panel assembly. Put together the front top and bottom stretchers and the drawer divider, and attach them and the lower front apron to the front legs. Check frequently for square. After the glue in the front, back, and bottom assemblies is dry, make up the drawerguide assembly and glue it to the bottom stretcher. glue the case bottom to the apron. Place the back assembly on the bench, add the shelf and its side supports (glue the shelf to the rear support only), then glue in the top and bottom side rails and slide in the side panels. when these two assemblies are dry, drop the case front and bottom assembly onto the rear assembly using the dadoes in the bottom side rails as guides. drive the parts home with a mallet, then lift the case onto its legs and add clamps. when the glue has dried, finish building the drawer system and cut the slots www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



Notch for drawer frame, ¼ in. deep by ¾ in. wide by ¾ in. long



⁄ in.
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⁄ in.



12



67⁄8 in.



Notch for drawer frame, 3⁄4 in. by 3⁄4 in. by 3⁄4 in.



14 in.



Mortise for bottom stretcher, 1 in. deep by 1 ⁄4 in. wide by 3⁄4 in. long



Legs, 13 ⁄4 in. sq. by 33 in. long



Mortises for shelf support, 1 in. deep by 1 ⁄4 in. wide by 2 in. long Groove for side panel, 1 ⁄4 in. deep by 1 ⁄4 in. wide by 27 in. long, inset 3 ⁄ 8 in. from outside edge



Notch for shelf, 1 ⁄4 in. deep by 1 ⁄4 in. wide by 3⁄4 in. long Notch for bottom assembly, 3⁄4 in. by 3⁄4 in. by 3⁄4 in.



Mortise for bottom apron, 1 in. deep by 1 ⁄4 in. wide by 11 ⁄2 in. long Mortise for lower side rail, 1 in. deep by 1 ⁄4 in. wide by 21 ⁄2 in. long 5 in. 51⁄2 in.



61⁄2 in.



Inside faces taper to 1 in. at bottom.



Front riGHt leG



rear riGHt leG JANuAry/FEbruAry 2007
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Lower case There are many pieces to assemble in the lower case, so a dry run is invaluable for figuring out how many clamps you’ll need and for developing the easiest sequence of assembly.



Kickers, 7⁄ 8 in. thick, screwed to top



Shelf, 3 ⁄4 in. thick Upper side and back by 83 ⁄4 in. wide 3 rails, ⁄4 in. thick by 1 2 ⁄2 in. wide Drawer frame, 3 ⁄4 in. thick by 171⁄2 in. wide by 42 in. long



Drawer divider, 3 ⁄4 in. thick by 2 in. wide



Rear stiles, 3 ⁄4 in. thick by 23 ⁄ 8 in. wide



Drawer guides



Bottom stretcher, 7⁄ 8 in. thick by 13 ⁄ 8 in. wide, glued to front of drawer frame



Notches, 1⁄2 in. by 1⁄2 in.



Side shelf support



See apron detail



Side and back panels, 1 ⁄ 2 in. thick, beveled on inside face to fit 1 ⁄ 4-in. grooves



Bottom frame Bottom panel, 3 ⁄4 in. thick



Shelf supports, 3 ⁄4 in. thick by 21 ⁄ 2 in. wide, with 1 ⁄4-in.-deep by 3 ⁄4-in.wide groove



Bottom side and back rails, 3 ⁄4 in. thick by 3 in. wide, with 3 ⁄4-in.wide by 3 ⁄ 8-in.-deep groove for case bottom



Panel groove, 1⁄ 4 in. by 1⁄ 4 in.



⁄



5 16



in.



Apron



Drawer front, 3⁄4 in. thick



11 in. 3 ⁄ in. 12



99⁄16 in.



95⁄8 in.



103⁄8 in.



353⁄4 in. 9⁄



9 16



in.



129⁄16 in.



201⁄4 in.



93⁄4 in.



apron detail



Apron, 3 ⁄4 in. thick by 2 in. wide



44 in.



481⁄2 in. Groove, 1⁄ 4 in. by 1⁄ 4 in.



Cleat, 3 ⁄4 in. thick by 11⁄4 in. wide, glued to apron



Bottom assembly, 3 ⁄4 in. thick by 173 ⁄4 in. wide by 43 in. long, notched to fit legs



6 in. 337⁄8 in. 20 in.



Drawer sides, back, and bottom, 1⁄2 in. thick
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401⁄2 in. 44 in.



51⁄4 in.



161⁄2 in. 20 in.



Top, 7⁄ 8 in. thick by 211 ⁄ 2 in. wide by 47 in. long



ASSEMBLE THE CASE IN STAGES



Top stretcher, 7⁄ 8 in. thick by 15 ⁄ 8 in. wide



Hinge stile, 21 ⁄ 2 in. wide Top rail, 21/2 in. wide Center stile, 2 in. wide



Tenons, 1 ⁄4 in. thick by 1 in. long



Panels, 1 ⁄ 2 in. thick



Inside stile, 2 in. wide



1



2. Glue the rear panels and stiles into the rails. Attach one leg (remember, the panels are not glued to the legs), slide in the rear shelf support, then attach the other leg. Glue in one side shelf support, slide the shelf into place (glue it to the rear support only), then install the other side support.



Groove, 1 ⁄4 in. wide by 5⁄16 in. deep Bottom rail, 3 in. wide



Door frame, 7⁄ 8 in. thick



for the buttons that will secure the top to the lower case. once that’s done, you can make and install the doors and drawers and cut and fit the top.



Upper case is dovetailed together A cupboard is designed to hold stacks of plates and other dinnerware, which can put great demands on the structure. For maximum strength, the top and sides of the upper case are dovetailed together, and the shelves mate with the sides via tapered sliding dovetails. The tapered pins and slots add strength through the wedging action and make it easy to slide the shelves home without binding during glue-up. After cutting the dovetail joint that connects the top to the sides, rout rabbets in the top and sides for the back panel frame and the front face frame. Stop the cuts short of the ends on the top piece to prevent an unsightly gap in the corners when the pieces are put together. Square up the corners after the case has been glued up. Now lay out the shelf locations so that they will line up with the horizontal muntins in the glass doors. Set up a fence www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



1. After gluing up the bottom assembly, attach it to the front legs. Put together the stretchers and the vertical drawer divider, and then attach them and the lower front rail to the front legs. Check frequently for square.



2



3. Glue the front to the back. Place the back assembly on the bench. Install the side panels, then hoist the case front and drop it down on the rear assembly.



3



Upper case The top case is a bit simpler to glue up than the lower case. The top and sides are dovetailed together first, then the front face frame is added. The shelves mate with the sides via tapered sliding dovetails, and the back assembly sits in a rabbet.



Connect the top to the sides. To ensure that the assembly remains square, the author clamps square sections of plywood into each corner.



Shiplapped back boards with 1 ⁄4-in.-dia. bead, 1 ⁄ 2 in. thick in random widths, are beveled to fit frame groove.



Rail, 7⁄ 8 in. thick by 3 in. wide



Add the front face frame. For a good fit, rip the rail and stiles so that they’re a hair proud of the case, then plane the frame flush to the sides after the glue dries.



Top, 3 ⁄4 in. thick by 11 in. wide by 44 in. long



Dovetail slots, 1 ⁄ 2 in., taper toward front of case. Hinge stile, 21/2 in. wide



Lower rail, 7⁄ 8 in. thick by 3 in. wide



Back frame, 3 ⁄4 in. thick by 11 ⁄ 2 in. wide, with 1 ⁄4-in. by 1 ⁄4-in. groove for panel



Rabbet for back frame, 3 ⁄4 in. by 1 ⁄4 in.



Sides, 3 ⁄4 in. thick by 101 ⁄ 2 in. wide by 481 ⁄ 2 in. long Rabbet for face frame, 1 ⁄4 in. by 1 ⁄ 2 in.
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Top rail, 7⁄ 8 in. thick by 21 ⁄ 2 in. wide
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Stile, 7⁄ 8 in. thick by 13 ⁄4 in. wide



Back fits in groove in top of lower case.



Shelves, 3 ⁄4 in. thick by 93 ⁄4 in. wide, slide in from back.



Groove for plate rail, 2 in. from ends, 1 ⁄4 in. deep by 3 ⁄ 8 in. wide



Inside stile, 7⁄ 8 in. thick by 2 in. wide by 353⁄4 in. long



Slide in the shelves. Flip the case onto its front to install the shelves. You should be able to drive each shelf home with only a few light blows of a mallet.



FineWoodworking.com take a tour of the finished project with Milkovits, and learn how to produce the tapered sliding dovetails.



for the router to cut the dovetail slots and adjust the fence so that the slot tapers toward the front of the case. Cut the tapered pins on the shelves using a router table, working one shelf at a time to allow for any differences in the slot widths. After cutting the pins on the shelves, rout a stopped groove in each one for a plate rail, which is handy if you simply want to display fancy plateware. Now glue up the top and sides of the upper case and slide in the shelves (see the sequence in the photos above). once that is complete, build the front face frame, which will hold the glass doors, and the back assembly, which is basically a series of shiplapped boards that float in a frame to allow for expansion and contraction. The case is topped off with a simple crown molding cut on the tablesaw. (For a detailed explanation of how to make crown molding, see FWW #168, pp. 68-73.)



Glass doors add interest and elegance To simplify construction, the frame of the glass doors in the upper case is assembled with loose mortise-and-tenon joints. Mill the rails and stiles to size, cut the mortises www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



Drop the back panel in place. Remember to rout the rabbet on the bottom of the frame to mate with the groove in the top of the lower case.



A SIMPLE WAY TO ATTACH THE CROWN Cleat, 3⁄4 in. thick by 3 in. wide



Crown molding, 7⁄8 in. thick by 41⁄4 in. wide



Groove for cleat, 1⁄16 in. deep by 11⁄8 in. wide



11⁄4 in.



Cove, 1⁄2 in. deep by 33⁄4 in. wide Flats, 1⁄4 in. wide



Door stop, glued to top rail



Install the crown molding. Screw and glue the side pieces. Then scribe and fit the front section for a perfect miter.
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Glass doors



to ease construction, the door frames are assembled with loose mortise-and-tenon joints. the muntin stock and the inside edges of the frame can be completed quickly using a router-bit set consisting of a sticking bit, a cope bit, and a rabbeting bit.



SHAPE THE MUNTINS



Fillets, 1 ⁄16 in. ⁄ in.



14



⁄ in.



14



⁄ in.



18



Rabbet, 5⁄16 in. by 5⁄16 in.



Tenon, 1⁄ 8 in. long



MUntin detail



Mortise, 3 ⁄ 8 in. deep



MUntin-to-MUntin detail Muntins, 7⁄ 8 in. thick by 3 ⁄4 in. wide



Mortise, 3 ⁄ 8 in. deep



Safe way to profile the thin muntins. Rout the ovolo profile on a wide piece of stock (top), then rip to width on the tablesaw. To keep your hands clear of the bit while cutting the rabbets, mount the pieces in a wide cradle profiled to fit the muntin (bottom).



COPE THE ENDS Mortise for muntin, 1 in. deep by 1 ⁄4 in. wide



Stile, 7⁄ 8 in. thick by 2 in. wide



Loose tenon, 3 ⁄ 8 in. thick by 2 in. wide by 2 in. long 1 in.



⁄



11 16



in.



MUntin-to-door-FraMe detail
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Rail, 7⁄ 8 in. thick by 3 in. wide



For a clean cope, use a jig and backer board. Place the stock in a sled that rides in the miter slot of the router table (above). Clamp the muntin between a fence and a backer block to prevent blowout. (left).



and tenons, then rout the profile on the inside edges. To shape the profile on the frame and the muntins, I used a divided-light door routerbit set from CMT (item No. 800.525.11). The set has a sticking bit to cut the profile, a cope bit to shape the mating profile on the muntin and rail ends, and a rabbeting bit to cut the recesses for the glass panes. To make routing the narrow muntin stock safer, I did a few things. First, I routed the ovolo profile on wider stock, then ripped the pieces to width. To rout the rabbets on the back of the thin muntins, I mounted the pieces in a cradle, simply a 31/2-in.-wide piece the same thickness as the muntin stock, with one edge shaped in the negative image of the ovolo profile. The cradle holds the piece securely and keeps my fingers clear of the rabbeting bit. To hold the thin stock for coping, I used a sled that rides in the miter slot of the router table. The muntin is clamped be-



tween a fence and a backer board to prevent tearout as the bit exits the cut. Once you have completed all the profiling, chop the mortises in the stiles and rails and the vertical muntin using a hollowchisel mortiser or chisels. When the frame is glued together and the door is fitted to the opening, add the glass panes, securing them with brads and glazing putty. I used hand-forged iron butterfly hinges, which can be a bit tricky to install. I align the bottom edge of the hinge with the inside edge of the top or bottom rail. Lay the hinge backward on the stile with the back flap on the edge of the stile and the back side of the butterfly flap facing out on the face side of the stile. Locate the center hole and install a screw, making sure that the butterfly flap is still flat on the stile. Remove the screw, and place the hinge in the normal position, reinstall the screw, and then scribe around the back flap. Chop in the hinge mortise and install the rest of the



screws. If done correctly, the back side of the butterfly flap should be in the same plane as the door and stile face.



Finish gives an aged appearance For final sanding, first wet the piece to raise minor dents that happened during construction. Power-sand to P180-grit, wet the piece again to raise the grain, then hand-sand with P150 and P180 grits. To add an antique patina, I used 100 drops of TransTint dark walnut #6005 dye per 1 pint of denatured alcohol as a washcoat, followed by General Finishes candlelight stain and several coats of Minwax Antique Oil and wax. The back panel and upper case interior are painted an ivory color.  □ Martin Milkovits is a custom furniture maker in Mason, N.H. Full-size plans for this and other projects can be purchased at www. FineWoodworking.com/PlanStore.



Assemble the door frame. Drive the horizontal muntins into the stile mortises, then install the vertical muntins in the rails (above). Elevate the frame so you can get clamps underneath, then bring all the parts together (right). www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com
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TOOL TEST



Routers for Router Tables New-breed models spare you the expense of a router lift B Y



R O L A N D



J O H N S O N



ABOV E -TA B L E ADJ U S T M E N T S M A K E THE D I F F E R E N C E A table-mounted router can be very versatile. But it’s important to choose a router that’s designed expressly for that purpose. The best allow both bit-height adjustments and bit changes from above the table. A router that makes you reach underneath for these routine adjustments will quickly become annoying to use.
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Photo, this page (right): Michael Pekovich



R



outers are among the most versatile tools in the shop—the go-to gear when you want molded edges on lumber, dadoes in sheet stock, mortises for loose tenons, or multiple curved pieces that match a template. Routers are no longer just handheld tools. More and more woodworkers keep one mounted in a table. That gives more precise control over a variety of work, using bits that otherwise would be too big to use safely. A table allows the use of featherboards, hold-downs, a miter gauge, and other aids that won’t work with a handheld router. with a table-mounted router, you can create moldings on large or small stock, make raised panels using large bits, cut sliding dovetails, and much more. until recently, the best way to marry router and table was with a router lift, an expensive device that holds the router and allows you to change bits and adjust cutting height from above the table. Now, a new generation of routers with a specialized base threatens to make the router lift obsolete. They promise the same convenient above-the-table bit adjustment without the expense of a separate lift. After testing seven of these new routers, looking mainly at how handy they are to use, I found that at least one delivers fully on the promise of convenience. The tools I tested range in price from about $175 to $300. They have 1⁄ 2-in. and 1⁄4-in. collets, and most have a 12-amp motor for about 21⁄4 hp; the Milwaukee claims 31⁄4 hp. Most are fixed-base models; as the table on p. 58 notes, some come with a separate plunge base for handheld use. (The Triton is different: It does everything with its plunge base.) A majority have 11⁄ 8 in. to 13⁄8 in. of bit travel with the crank, a typical and adequate amount for above-table bit changes. The Ridgid and the Triton have 113⁄16 in. and 21⁄4 in. of travel, respectively.



Height adjustment Crank it up. All the tools for adjusting bit height worked well. Graduated dials on the Porter-Cable and the Triton are not very useful.



Unclamping the motor. To adjust the height of the router bit on most of the models, the motor clamp must first be loosened. On the Porter-Cable (left) and the Freud, you can set or release the motor lock from above the table. The rod engages a cam that moves the locking lever. But you have to reach under the tabletop to get to the lock for the Milwaukee (above), the Bosch, the Craftsman, and the Ridgid. The Triton’s clever design means you can skip the locking step altogether.



Adjustability varies widely when the router is attached upside down to the router table and is out of easy reach, simple, secure, and easy bit-height adjustments from above the tabletop are crucial. That’s the most important feature in this router type because you’ll use it most often. I quickly found significant differences. The Triton has the best design. Its plunge base moves on a rack-and-pinion assembly. You make coarse and fine adjustments to the bit height with an easily turned www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



crank handle. The height adjuster also has a ratchet mechanism that comes into play when the bit is extended or retracted fully. It’s a nice feature, which keeps you from cranking the bit too far and helps reduce stress on the rack-and-pinion assembly. Like other routers, the Triton has a motor lock. But unlike most other routers, you don’t have to tighten it to maintain the cutting height in use. I found that the rack-



and-pinion assembly stayed put. For the record, the owner’s manual recommends using the motor lock for heavy cuts. On the other routers, you need to unlock the motor in order to move the bit up or down, then lock the motor again. On the Porter-Cable and the Freud, you can lock or unlock the motor from above the table, using the same handle used to change the bit height. Motor clamps on the JANuARY/FEBRuARY 2007
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Bit-changing: one wrench or two?



Easiest bit-changing. The Triton (above) has a well-designed spindle lock, and it lifts the collet above the table so you need only one wrench for bit changes. The Porter-Cable (left) is one of several routers that need two wrenches for bit changes; but at least you can do it from above the table.



Bosch, Craftsman, Milwaukee, and Ridgid routers can be worked only by reaching under the table. That’s inconvenient, especially if your router table has an enclosed base.



Two offer quick bit changes You might think that a router meant for a router table would be designed so you could change bits without having to reach under the table or lift the router free. You often would be wrong. Bit changes are the biggest chore on the Bosch, the Craftsman, and the Milwaukee. Their collets don’t extend above the table and they don’t have spindle locks. You have to reach under the table with two wrenches or remove the router from the table. The other routers are better. The handiest are the Freud and the Triton. Both have collets that extend above the table and easy-to-reach spindle locks. You need only one wrench to change bits on those two. The Porter-Cable falls somewhere in between: It’s a good basic system but has some inconvenient details. It has a collet
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lock, but you can reach it only from below the table. To compensate, it comes with a pair of wrenches, one of which is cranked for use from above. But a plastic chip guard/dust deflector gets in the way of the wrenches and won’t let the collet extend above the table. Fortunately, you can remove the guard. There are two ways to change bits on the Ridgid, both inconvenient. You can crank the collet nut above the table and use one wrench. But to do that, you must reach under the table to press the spindle lock. Or you can use two wrenches. But to do that easily, you must take the router out of the table.



Collet runout can affect performance A router bit needs to be as concentric as possible while running, to create as smooth a surface as possible. Too much collet



FineWoodworking.com Visit our Web site for free, downloadable plans for a stow-and-go router table.



runout can mean the difference between a router that produces a clean, smooth profile in one pass and one that needs multiple passes to do a decent job. To check runout, I mounted a 1⁄ 2-in.dia. bit in the collet and turned it by hand while measuring with a dial indicator. I remounted the rod and ran the test several times with each router, then discarded the highest readings, to account for anomalies caused by bit position or chucking. The Triton had less than 0.001 in. of runout, with Milwaukee and Ridgid very close behind, at 0.001 in. exactly. Bosch and Porter-Cable had runout of 0.003 in. Craftsman and Freud had 0.005 in., an amount I normally consider unsatisfactory. To gauge what those measurements might mean in use, I ran the best and one of the worst with a large, tall molding bit and a fast feed rate. That would accentuate any differences runout might make in the smoothness of cut. Both the Triton, with almost no runout, and the high-runout Freud left chatter marks after one heavy pass. A



Photos, except where noted: David Heim; p. 55 (top) and this page (top): Roland Johnson



second pass, taking a lighter cut and slowing the feed rate, cleaned up the molding from both routers. It was hard to tell which router produced which molding. I had to conclude that actual performance minimized differences in the raw runout measurements. Any of these routers is capable of producing smooth moldings if you pay close attention to the feed rate and don’t try to hog out the profile in one pass.



Other features to consider



Switch placement and safety interlocks The Porter-Cable and the Triton have a safety feature I appreciate: an interlock for the power switch that prevents the router from starting when the spindle lock is in place. I use a foot switch with a router table, so the router’s switch is always in the on position. The interlock means that the router won’t start if I’m changing bits and hit the foot pedal by accident. The Triton is the only router in this bunch with good dust-collection capabilities. It has a clear plastic shroud surrounding the entire area around the plunge base, and it accepts a 13⁄ 8-in. vacuum hose. With the rest of the routers, be sure the router table has a good dust-collection system.



One clear winner The Triton came out ahead in every important consideration. It has the easiest bit-changing design, an accurate and easyto-use height adjuster, and an integrated spindle lock/power-switch lockout. It had the lowest bit runout measured, and it’s the only one with good dust control. My only quibble: The base has a 31⁄16-in. opening, which is slightly smaller than the opening on the other routers; my 33⁄ 8-in. panel-raising bit won’t fit the Triton. I’ve made the Triton my choice as best overall. Its $200 street price also makes it the best value. If you want (or can afford) only one router, the Triton is my first recommendation. Whenever you want to use it as a handheld router, you have to remove it from the table and replace the large rectangular table insert with the standard round base. The Freud FT1700 is a more convenient alternative if you buy its optional plunge base (Freud said it planned to begin offering one in late 2006). You can leave the fixed base attached to the router table and drop the motor into the other base for handheld routing. 



Dust collection. A plastic shroud around the Triton’s base does a good job of directing dust to a shop-vac hose. None of the other routers has a good dust-collection design.



Switch styles. The Freud’s large slide switch (left) is slightly easier to reach and use than a small rocker switch such as the one on the Milwaukee (above).



Roland Johnson is a contributing editor. www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com
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Routers for router tables FREUD FT1700VCEK



CRAFT SMAN 1617-1 2



BOSC H 1617EVS



MILWAUKEE 5625-20



A



A



STREET PRICE



WEIGHT (lb.)



Bosch 1617EVS



www.boschtools.com 877-267-2499



$180



9.1



Craftsman 1617-12



www.craftsman.com 800-349-4358



$220



9.1



Freud FT1700VCEK



www.freudtools.com 800-334-4107



$175



9.5



Milwaukee 5625-20



www.milwaukeetool.com 800-729-3878



$300



11



Porter-Cable 891



www.porter-cable.com 800-487-8665



$230



9.2



Ridgid R2930



www.ridgid.com 800-474-3443



$200



9.3



HOICE



HO UT R’



www.tritonwoodworking .com 888-874-8661



$200



10.25



HOICE



A



Triton MOF001KC



C



UT



HOR ’ S
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HOICE



C



UT



MODEL



S



C



S



Slow turn. Johnson tested runout manually, spinning a bit while checking readings on a dial indicator. Test runs with the best and worst for runout, using a tall molding bit, produced some chatter marks on the first pass, but a second pass cleaned up the profiles. UTHOR’



A



T E S T I N G T H E RO U T E R S



HOICE



A



TRITON MOF001KC



A



A



HOR ’



C



HOICE



HOICE
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HOR ’ S



C



UT



S



POR TER CABLE 891



HOR ’ S



C



RIDGID R2930



UT



HOICE



AMPS



SPEED RANGE (rpm)



MAX. BIT TRAVEL (in.)



MAX. BIT DIA. (in.)



COLLET RUNOUT (in.)



BIT CHANGE



BASE



COMMENTS



12



8,000–25,000



1 3 ⁄8



311 ⁄16



0.003



Double wrench



Fixed



Nearly identical to Craftsman. Bitchanging and height adjustment inconvenient. Plunge base included, but lacks above-table adjustment.



12



8,000–25,000



1 3 ⁄8



311 ⁄16



0.005



Double wrench



Fixed



Nearly identical to Bosch. Bitchanging and height adjustment inconvenient. Plunge base included, but lacks above-table adjustment.



13



10,000–23,000



1 ⁄



311 ⁄16



0.005



Single wrench



Fixed



Very easy to change bits. Height adjuster also operates motor clamp. Company has announced a 31 ⁄4-hp model with similar features.



15



10,000–22,000



1 3 ⁄8



4



0.001



Double wrench



Fixed



Bit-changing and height adjustment inconvenient. Small on/off switch can be awkward to use.



12



10,000–23,000



1 1 ⁄4



3 3 ⁄4



0.003



Double wrench



Fixed



Above-table bit-changing, but with two wrenches. Separate plunge base included.



12



10,000–23,000



1 13 ⁄16



3 5⁄ 8



0.001



Single wrench



Fixed



Bit-changing is inconvenient. Separate plunge base included.



12



8,000–20,000



2 1 ⁄4



3 1⁄ 8



0.0007



Single wrench



Plunge



Easiest bit-changing and height adjustment. Templates, edge- and circle-cutting guide included.
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an Introduction to



Veneering Simple techniques and common tools produce stunning panels for doors, box lids, and more B Y



T H O M A S



R .



S C H R U N K



V



eneering has an image problem: Woodworkers see it as difficult; non-woodworkers consider it inferior to “solid wood.” Both perceptions are untrue. as with many woodworking procedures, the steps of veneering are easy to master and, with practice, you can produce beautiful results. Veneering opens up a world of exotic and beautiful woods such as burls and crotches, many of which would be difficult and prohibitively expensive to use as thicker lumber. as an introductory project, we’ll veneer a plywood panel that can be inserted in a frame to form the door to a cupboard or bedside cabinet, or the lid for a box. The frame means there is no need to veneer the panel edges. and because it is not solid wood, the panel can be glued into its groove, strengthening the assembly. This is especially helpful with router-made cope-andstick joinery, which has limited strength on its own.



Select and prepare the veneer Start with a core of 3⁄16-in.-thick birch plywood an inch wider and longer than the final size. after it is veneered and cut to size, it will fit into a 1⁄4-in.-wide groove. If you don’t have a local supplier, try mail-order and online veneer sources (see p. 65). For this project, I selected some attractive cathedral-grain cherry for the outside, or face, of the panel, and quartersawn cherry veneer for the back side. You must veneer both sides to prevent the plywood from warping. The back veneer need not be the same species, but the grain direction should be the same as the face veneer. Book-matching shows off figure—You could use a single piece to veneer the panel, but a more interesting
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Photos: Mark Schofield



Choose and orient the veneer



Veneer opens the door to many species of exotic woods. Many decorative and exotic woods are prohibitively expensive or difficult to find as solid lumber.



A perfect match. When orienting veneer for a bookmatched panel, overlap the two sheets (above) until you find the best place to make the joint. Identifying marks on the wood (right) are a great help in achieving perfect vertical alignment.



Wavy veneers are easy to flatten The unique figure of burls and crotches puts them among the most sought-after veneers, but a drawback is that they often arrive wrinkled and curled. Before you can use them, you must flatten them. LARGE PIECES ARE DAMPENED AND CLAMPED



If the veneer is highly contorted and brittle, lightly spray the front and back with a flattening solution. I use three parts water, two parts white glue, one part glycerin (available at drug stores), and one part denatured alcohol. This solution keeps the veneer flatter for longer than water alone, but it fills the pores, which will color differently from the wood if a stain is applied (so use water if you plan to stain the wood). After wetting the surface, place the veneer between paper towels and clamp between 3 ⁄4-in.-thick particleboard or MDF cauls. Change the towels after 10 minutes, after 30 minutes, then every few hours until the veneer is dry. SMALL PIECES CAN BE IRONED



A household iron can be used to flatten small pieces and works well on burls. Place the veneer on a nonporous surface such as melamine. Beginning at one end, move the iron slowly up the veneer, covering the heated veneer with another piece of melamine to prevent water vapor from escaping. The lignin in the wood plasticizes at around 180° and the layers of melamine keep it flat as it cools. With both methods, keep the veneer clamped until use. www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



Wet the veneer. Lightly mist both sides of the wrinkled crotch veneer and sandwich it between paper towels and MDF cauls. Stack these sandwiches and clamp the whole package.



Iron the veneer. Slowly move a medium-hot iron (no steam) across the veneer to temporarily plasticize the wood. Immediately cover it with a piece of melamine to keep it flat as it cools.
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Create an invisible seam 1. Cut veneer carefully



2. Sand the cut edges



With the veneer secured under a sandpaper-backed ruler, make a series of light cuts until the waste is separated.



TOOLS OF THE TRADE Sanding ensures a perfectly straight surface and impedes finish entering open pores in the wood and creating a dark line when finish is applied. Square aluminum tubing makes a good sanding block.



STRAIGHTEDGE



A long, thick straightedge is needed to cut the veneer for seaming pieces together.



BLUE 14-DAY TAPE



This tape has a stronger adhesive than the 60-day kind.



VENEER TAPE



This moistureactivated adhesive tape is very thin so as not to telegraph into the wood when the veneer is pressed.



UTILITY KNIFE



A knife with a sharp, nonretractable blade works best for cutting thin veneers.



way to present some veneers is to take sequential leaves from the same log, and flip one piece over like the page of a book to form a mirror image, a process known as book-matching. Compare the two pieces of veneer to find the location of the best match, and then lightly mark the cut line with a No. 2 pencil on the first piece. When cutting veneer, a self-healing mat used for fabric works well, but you also can cut on a piece of medium-density fiberboard (MDF). For most veneer I use a utility knife with a fixed blade (it is less wobbly than a retractable-blade knife) and I change blades frequently. I hold down the veneer with a 2-in.-wide aluminum rule with P80-grit sandpaper stuck to the back to prevent slipping. Make a light scoring cut, then four or five cuts of moderately increasing pressure until the cut is complete. Lay the freshly cut piece over the second piece of veneer, mark the exact matching line, and cut it, too. The next step is to sand the mating edges of the pieces. Place one piece on the workbench with the cut edge hanging over the bench by about 1⁄ 8 in. Place a metal straightedge on top of the veneer, even with the edge of the workbench. Sand the cut edge with a sanding block, gently moving it with even, horizontal strokes. I use a square section of dead-flat aluminum with P180-grit sandpaper stuck to one side, but you could use two bits of plywood glued into a T. Stop when you see sawdust all along the cut. repeat with the mating half. Sanding the cut has a second benefit: On many book-matches, the joint shows up as a dark line called the “glueline.” It is the result of liquid finish getting into open pores. When the cut is sanded, however, the pores tend to become plugged with fine dust that the finish has trouble penetrating. With practice, the glueline will be almost invisible. Tape the matching veneers together—The side of the veneer that will be visible is referred to as the show face, while the back



3. Tape both sides with blue tape



Apply blue tape to the visible side of the veneer to temporarily hold the pieces together, then flip the veneer over and tape the back (below). Tape across the joint to pull the seam together.



Back (glue) face



4. Retape the show face with veneer tape Flip the veneer and remove the blue tape from the show face only. Then apply a single strip of veneer tape.



Show (visible) face



Tape along the seam.



side is the glue face. To lock in a symmetrical alignment, place the veneers together, show face up, and join them with pieces of blue tape. Flip the veneer over and put 3-in. to 4-in.-long strips of blue tape across the joint spaced every 3 in. to 5 in., pulling and stretching the tape so that it acts like a clamp. Then place an additional piece all along the joint and press it down firmly. Now turn the veneer over to the show face again and remove the blue tape used for alignment. The veneer tape you are about to apply is thin enough not to imprint the veneer when it is in the press. Its adhesive is moisture activated. You can use a wetted sponge or you can simply lick the tape, but practice first on a piece of scrap veneer. Too little or too much moisture and the tape won’t stick. Put veneer tape all along the joint. When the tape is dry (about 5 minutes) you can place the core on top of the veneer and cut the veneer to size with a utility knife. Finally, remove the blue tape from the back side.



Veneer both sides of the panel at the same time Because the veneer will begin to curl as soon as the glue makes it wet, you should have the clamping method prearranged to allow you to work quickly. If you’re new to veneering, I’ll assume www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



Apply veneer tape along the seam.



5. Trim veneer to size and remove the blue tape



Place the plywood core on the taped pieces of veneer and cut around the core. Before pressing the veneer, remove the temporary blue tape from the glue face of the veneer.



January/February 2007
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Glue and trim the panel



Glue the veneer. With clamps and cauls ready to go, apply yellow glue to one side of the plywood core and spread it with a short-nap roller.



Glue-face down. When you place the veneer on the glued core, make sure that the show face with the veneer tape is face up. The back-side veneer also is applied now.



Pressing bar



Clamping press. Schrunk spaces clamps around the perimeter of the panel, and then uses a pair of pressing bars to add pressure at the center where the clamps can’t reach.



Plywood caul with paper towel



Face veneer



Core



Backer veneer



Plywood caul with paper towel
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that you don’t have a vacuum pressing bag, but for panels like these, C-clamps, pressing bars, and plywood work just as well. I begin by placing a couple of 4-in.- to 5-in.-tall support blocks on the bench to support the workpiece and allow clamps and bars to pass underneath. On this I place a caul of 3⁄4-in.-thick plywood or particleboard and a single layer of paper towels, both cut to the same size as the panel. These towels will absorb moisture as the glue evaporates and will prevent the cauls from bonding to any glue squeeze-out. If the towels stick to the panel, any residue can be sanded away later. There are a number of specialty veneer glues available, but I use standard yellow glue for most work. It’s important to coat the entire surface evenly. I pour the glue onto the core, never the veneer, and spread it with a short-nap roller, 3 in. to 4 in. wide. This type of roller should apply the proper amount of glue, leaving the surface lightly wetted and evenly glistening. Starting out, one usually applies a bit too much glue; try a practice piece first. Glue one side of the core and place it onto the backer veneer, then apply glue to the front of the core. Set it on the lower caul and paper towel, and place the face veneer over it, glue face Drawings: Vince Babak



Tape tames tearout when cutting the panel. Apply masking tape to the back face along the line that will be cut on the tablesaw (above). Cut the panel to fit the frame with the show face up (above right).



down. add the paper towel and the upper caul, and you’re ready to press. You may want to put blue tape over the edge of the veneer near the corners to prevent “squirm” or slippage of the veneer as it is clamped. I use clamps spaced every 3 in. to 4 in. around the perimeter, which exert good pressure in a 4-in.-dia. to 5-in.-dia. circle. If the workpiece is wider than about 9 in., you should add one or more pairs of pressing bars to apply pressure where the clamps can’t. The bars are 2-in. to 3-in.-wide boards with convex profile of around 1⁄ 8 in. per foot on the contact edge. Leave the veneer clamped for at Sources least six hours, preferably overnight.



of Supply



CERTAINLY WOOD www.certainlywood.com 716-655-0206



Sand away the tape. Use a random-orbit sander to remove the veneer tape and to prepare the surface for finishing.



Cut the panel to size, then sand it



With the veneer dry, the next step is to cut the panel to the frame. To minimize tearout, I cut the panel show-face up with blue tape applied to the back CONSTANTINE’S along the lines to be cut. www.constantines.com 800-443-9667 Some like to remove the veneer tape with a scraper or to lightly moisten it ROCKLER and peel it off. I prefer to begin sandwww.rockler.com ing with P120-grit paper on a random800-279-4441 orbit sander until the tape is sanded away, and then move up the grits until I get to P220. Be sure to sand the back panel in the same way; you will finish it identically so that you’ll have an equal moisture barrier on both sides to prevent warping. use caution near the edges to avoid sanding through the thin veneers. Wet the surface with mineral spirits to see that no veneer tape or adhesive is left, then glue the panel into the frame and apply a clear finish.  Tom Schrunk works with exotic veneers in Minneapolis, Minn. www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



Strong and beautiful. Because it is not solid wood, the veneered panel can be glued into the frame to strengthen the assembly. JaNuarY/FeBruarY 2007
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Sound Advice Smart new plugs and muffs leave you no excuse for unprotected ears B y



D a v i d



H e i m



H



earing protectors are the workshop equivalent of the galoshes your mother nagged you to wear. If you obeyed your mother then, chances are you’re pretty diligent now about using hearing protectors whenever you turn on noisy shop machines. But if you didn’t listen to Mom, you probably forgo ear protectors, thinking they’re too uncomfortable, you’ll get used to the noise, or you needn’t bother because you’ll be working for only a few minutes. And you probably still wreck your dress shoes in the rain. We recently posted a poll on FineWoodworking.com asking what type of hearing protection people used most often. More than 6 in 10 of the 1,018 respondents said they used earmuff-style protectors. Disposable foam plugs came in a distant second. But 1 in 10 said they usually don’t wear hearing protection. In fact, hearing protectors are as essential to a well-equipped, safe shop as good lighting, safety glasses, and an effective dust collector. Sounds that are too loud will damage your hearing, even if they only last a short time. The louder the sound, the faster it can cause harm. And you don’t get used to loudness—you lose your hearing and/or end up with tinnitus, a permanent ringing in the ears. The problem is that hearing damage builds up



in tiny increments over the course of a lifetime, and before you know it, it’s too late. You probably need to wear hearing protectors more often than you think, but that no longer has to mean using plugs that seem as form-fitting as a tapered 2x4 or wearing muffs that make you feel as if you’re in a soundproof room.



A wave of new technology The simplest, least expensive earplugs and muffs reduce sound levels uniformly. They’re designed to absorb some of the energy



Noise levels, tool by tool



Hearing Protectors needed for 8-hour exposure



Sound is measured in decibels, a unit named for Alexander Graham Bell, who was known for his research into acoustics 60 db. and deafness before he invented the telephone. The decibel scale is logarithmic, not linear. Every 3-db. increase means a doubling of the sound energy hitting the ear. We can safely tolerate sounds up to about 85 db. But as the graph at right shows, many shop machines emit much more sound. Past that 85-db. threshold, you must limit exposure and don hearing protectors to avoid long-term damage. The National Institute for Occupational Safety and Health maintains an online database that lists the loudness of 120 popular tools from 14 manufacturers (www.cdc.gov/niosh/ topics/noise/workplacesolutions/toolsDatabase.html). You Normal conversation also can play a 5-second-long audio file for each tool.
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70 db.



Random-orbit sander



Source: NIOSH data, author measurements



80 db.



Shop vacuum



Drawings: Stephen Hutchings



short bang, long drone: both BAD Pneumatic nailers emit what’s known as impulse noises. They last only a fraction of a second, too short for our brains to register the sound as loud. In fact, a nailer can be louder than other shop machines, such as a jointer or a tablesaw.



in the sound waves hitting our ears, cutting it by, say, 20 db. Many newer products are smarter, providing variable protection. Some plugs have pinholes that allow you to hear sounds at safe levels but reduce louder, harmful noises. Others have various kinds of acoustic baffles. Many promise improved comfort. Newer earmuff-style protectors come with electronics to help minimize the plugged-up and isolated feeling you can get from conventional muffs. Some have a microphone that picks up nearby sounds. Others have an FM/AM radio. Still others combine the microphone and the radio. What all these smart muffs have in common is the



2-hour exposure 90 db.



30-minute exposure



71 ⁄ 2-minute exposure



100 db.



110 db.



120 db.



130 db.



Chainsaw



Tablesaw
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Router



Circular saw



Pneumatic nailer



Jet at takeoff
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Earplugs



ability to cap the noise level hitting your ears at 80 to 82 db. Noise-canceling headphones may be the most sophisticated type of hearing protector, but they may not be the best for woodworkers. Sold mainly to travelers seeking relief from the drone of jet engines, these headphones generate an inverted version of the sound wave coming toward your ear, which effectively cancels the sound. Some researchers said that noise-canceling headphones work best with steady, constant sounds but are less effective with the relatively short bursts from shop machines.



simple and inexpensive, plugs can provide ample hearing protection. the ones shown here typify new designs that let normal sounds through but block harmful ones. the plug’s biggest drawback is difficulty of use. most are tricky to insert in the ear properly.



AO SA F E T Y RAN GE E.A .R. PLUGS $1 3 What it does: Provides two kinds of protection. Yellow end gives variable protection for impulse noises. olive end gives constant noise reduction. Panelists’ comments: Lets voices through. Source: www.aosafety.com



BL AS T B U S T E R S SHO OT E R ’ S E A R P LU G S $ 1 8 What it does: reduces ambient noise levels by about 75%, but limits impact noise to 80-85 db. Panelists’ comments: easy to use if wearing eye protection. Source: www.earplugstore.com



H O C KS N OISE BRAKERS $20 What it does: reduces all sound approximately to the volume of normal speech. designed so that escaping sound waves cancel dangerous noises. Panelists’ comments: Lets voices through. Source: www.hocksproducts.com



QUIE T E A R $ 6 What it does: reduces sound volume by half, with additional protection above 85 db. Panelists’ comments: couldn’t get them to fit. Source: www.heartech.co.il



ZEM BY S E N S G A R D $ 2 0 What it does: uses specially designed headband to direct sounds away from ears; filters out the most damaging frequencies. Panelists’ comments: Picked up too much ambient noise (“i could hear myself chewing my own gum.”) Hard to adjust. Source: www.zemzone.com
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All plugs and muffs can do the job... Any hearing protector on the market will cut sound by 10 db. or more. Some claim to reduce sound by 25 db. or more. They’re more than adequate for muffling the noise from machines in a home woodshop. In fact, it’s pointless to try to figure out which specific hearing protector might actually offer a higher level of protection. Turns out, there’s no way to know for sure. Most hearing protectors carry a Noise reduction rating, or Nrr. The number, derived from lab tests under ideal conditions, is supposed to indicate how many decibels of protection the product provides. But the lab tests don’t track with real-world conditions. Each manufacturer does its own testing under somewhat different conditions, so the Nrr can’t be used to compare brands. It wasn’t surprising that one government audiologist I spoke with joked that Nrr actually means “not really relevant.”



... so comfort and convenience are key Hearing protectors range from disposable foam plugs that cost about a dollar a pair to electronics-laden earmuffs that sell for close to $200. What’s best? Every expert I spoke with offered the same piece of advice: The best hearing protectors are the ones you’ll wear regularly. That means you want something comfortable and easy to use. To gauge the comfort and convenience of some new protectors, I asked several Fine Woodworking and Fine Homebuilding editors to make informal comparisons. Each person tried four hearing protectors—two earmuffs with built-in radios, microphones, or both, and two sets of earplugs. I chose the products based on advice from experts and my own research. Photos, except where noted: David Heim; opening spread (top): kelly J. Dunton



People compared two products at a time, using noisy shop machines for 10-minute stretches. They had to decide whether they preferred one product, based on factors including ease of use, comfort, and whether the wearer still could hear normal sounds. I also asked if they would use the product regularly.



Muffs sophisticated new muffs, like those shown here, don’t just cover your ears to block noise. some contain electronics that let you hear some normal sounds but keep the noise at a safe level. some offer built-in radios for entertainment and to reduce the sense of isolation.



The panelists’ favorites Overall, people preferred earmuffs to plugs. It’s simply easier to pop a set of muffs over your ears than to insert plugs every few minutes. Most of the negative comments about earplugs concerned difficulty with fitting them into the ear. These plugs are only slightly easier to fit than older foam plugs. Yet nearly everyone said they liked a favorite plug or muff well enough to use it regularly. Peltor Worktunes, a muff with a built-in radio, was the overall favorite. Comfortable, with an easy-touse radio and a moderate price tag, it would make a good first choice. If the radio becomes a distraction, you can always turn it off. Three other muffs were a close second: The Bilsom radio (similar to the Peltor but costlier), the Bilsom Electo (pricey muffs with both microphone and radio), and microphoneenhanced muffs from Lee Valley Tools. The Elvex QuieTunes were least preferred; several people complained that the radio picked up static from shop machines. Among earplugs, people said the AOSafety and Noise Brakers allowed them to hear normal conversation. The AOSafety is a double-ended plug: One end delivers a constant level of protection; the other muffles impulsive sounds. Those would be good for anyone who uses a pneumatic nailer. At least one person favored the QuietEar and BlastBusters plugs; others called them hard to put on. One tester preferred the unique Zem by Sensgard, designed to direct sounds away from the ear.  David Heim is an associate editor. www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



BIL SOM ELECTO $1 85 What it does: uses microphone to pick up ambient noise, and has built-in fm/am radio. sounds from mic or radio limited to 82 db. Panelists’ comments: Lightweight. Source: www.hearingportal.com



BIL SOM RADIO $85 What it does: Has built-in fm/am radio. radio’s loudness limited to 82 db. Panelists’ comments: good radio, but muffs not as comfortable as some others. Source: www.hearingportal.com



ELVEX QUIETUNES C OM-660 $70 What it does: Has built-in fm/am radio. radio’s loudness limited to 82-85 db. Panelists’ comments: radio picked up static from shop machines. Source: www.elvex.com



LEE VALLEY ELECTRONIC HEARIN G PROTECTORS $30 What it does: uses microphone to pick up ambient noise. sounds from mic limited to 85 db. Panelists’ comments: Liked ambient noise through microphone. easy to use with eyeglasses. Source: www.leevalley.com



PELTOR WORK TUNES-22 $49 What it does: Has built-in fm/am radio. radio limited to 82 db. Panelists’ comments: fit better than others over safety glasses. controls easy to use. Source: www.peltor.com JANuArY/FEBruArY 2007
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Beyond the



Basic Scraper For a flat, flawless surface on tricky woods, reach for a cabinet scraper or a scraper plane B Y C H R I S G O C H N O U R
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hen bench planes begin to tear out tricky grain or balk at tough woods, many woodworkers reach for a card scraper. But that isn’t always the best choice. Often, especially on large, flat surfaces, the job can be done easier, faster, and better by using one of the card scraper’s bigger, lesser-known brothers: the cabinet scraper and the scraper plane. I use all three scrapers in my shop, because each one has its place. Once you understand what they can do for you, what they cost, and how to use them, you can decide for yourself whether to add one or more to your tool cabinet.



Basic card scraper is best on smaller surfaces Because it’s held in both hands with finger pressure slightly flexing the steel, a card scraper lets you make light to moderate cuts depending on how it is held and engaged with the wood surface. The scraper can be pushed or pulled. To make cutting easier, I sometimes create a shearing cut by holding the scraper about 30° to the direction of travel. As useful as a card scraper is, though, it has significant limitations. It is not an aggressive tool, so it won’t remove a lot of material quickly. It cuts with a lot of resistance and, consequently, the cutting edge dulls fairly rapidly. Mainly, though, the card scraper is uncomfortable to hold because your hands are always in contact



with sharp corners. Then, too, it creates a lot of friction as it cuts, so the steel can get hot to the touch within minutes. And because it lacks a flat sole to maintain a consistent cutting depth, you have to work carefully to avoid creating shallow dips and valleys. So, I use a card scraper mostly to smooth smaller surfaces, typically under 18 in. sq. By the time my fingers are hot and my hands are tiring, the work is done. (For more on tuning and using a card scraper, including sharpening at 90°, see “Sharpening and using card scrapers,” FWW #172, pp. 26-30.)



Cabinet scraper is better for everything else Compared to the card scraper, the cabinet scraper is considerably more comfortable to use, even over extended time periods. The handles provide a place for the hands, and because fingers never touch the blade, heat is a nonissue. Plus, a cabinet scraper is more likely to maintain a flat, even surface because its sole helps regulate and control the depth of cut. The sole also makes it easy to start and finish cuts on the edges of panels. And a thumbscrew at the center of the scraper keeps the blade flexed for you. Versatile and easy to use—The cabinet scraper excels at removing mill marks from board edges. Its sole provides the control needed to ensure that a board edge stays true as it is worked. I typically use a cabinet scraper when the surface gets into the 18-in.-sq. to 36-in.-sq. range, such as a tabletop or panel. You can use one on even larger surfaces



When to plane and when to scrape Whenever I’m working to smooth a relatively straight-grained wood, my tool of choice is a handplane. In my opinion, there’s no better way to prepare a wood surface for a finish. But wood is not always straight-grained. Sometimes grain is wavy, curly, bird’s eye, or has some other form of general nonconformity. I often use such wood for panels and tabletops, as it’s a sure way to add a dramatic look to a furniture piece. As you might expect, wild grain—with wood fibers going up, down, and sideways at all angles—can be difficult to smooth. No matter how well the blade is sharpened, or how



light a cut you make, a handplane tends to tear grain that runs helter-skelter. That’s when I skip the plane and use a scraper. Contrary to the names, card scrapers, cabinet scrapers, and scraper blades don’t scrape—they cut. Sharpened and properly tuned, they can produce a pile of shavings. A couple of factors enable them to smooth wood without tearing the wood fiber. First, scrapers meet the wood at a steep cutting angle. That means it’s almost impossible for the steel to get under the wood and lift and pry the fibers. Second, as a scraper cuts, the wood chip breaks immediately. That way, a long chip can’t peel back, only to ultimately break and create a noticeable tear.



Figured grain begs a scraper. When smoothing wood with irregular grain, as in curly maple (top) and sapele (bottom), a scraper is less likely to create tearout than even a finely tuned handplane.



Photos, this page (bottom) and facing page: Kelly J. Dunton; this page (right): Michael Pekovich
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Cabinet scraper Blade



Handle



Locking screw



Thumbscrew



The Stanley No. 80 (available from toolsforworkingwood.com), a tool that hasn’t changed significantly in more than a century, is Gochnour’s favorite cabinet scraper. Well-designed, lightweight, and comfortable, it produces excellent results.



Cutting direction



Sole



SIDE VIEW



CREATING THE CUTTING BURR 90º



A cabinet-scraper blade can be honed to either 90º or 45º. Of the two options, a 90º angle produces a smoother finish. Plus, you get two cutting burrs along one edge of the blade. See p. 74 to find out how to sharpen a blade to 45º. Make first burnishing pass at 0º.



Make final pass at 3º.



1



Place scraper blade in bench vise.



Create shavings, not sawdust. Properly sharpened and tuned, a cabinet scraper produces long, thin shavings, much like a plane. A typical stroke ranges from 12 in. to 24 in.



2



Form the burr. Hold the blade on the bench and burnish the face, keeping the burnisher flat against the blade (1). Clamp the blade in a vise and create the burr, starting the burnisher at 0º to the edge. Tilt the burnisher 3º and make a few more passes (2).



TIPS FOR SETUP AND USE Tighten the thumbscrew to flex the blade.



Set the cutting depth. A sheet of paper and a flat surface are all you need to set the depth of cut.
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Set the blade flex. Tighten the thumbscrew to flex the blade about 0.002 in. to 0.003 in.



TOP VIEW



Photos, except where noted: Tom Begnal; this page (top): Kelly J. Dunton; drawings: Christopher Mills



with good results, though that is where I turn to the scraper plane, which I’ll cover shortly. In use, I normally push the tool, but it cuts just as well when pulled. Like a card scraper, a cabinet scraper generally cuts better when skewed to about 30°. Two ways to sharpen the blade—You have two options when it comes to sharpening a cabinet scraper. You can sharpen it as you would a card scraper, with its edges filed at a right angle to its face and a small burr, or hook, burnished onto each of its cutting edges. I find that cabinet scrapers work very well with this configuration. They are easy to sharpen, and, like on a card scraper, you get two working burrs along each edge. To sharpen a blade to 90°, I start by securing it in a vise. Then, I use an 8-in. bastard file to create a flat, straight edge. As I push the file, I try to keep it at a right angle to the face surfaces of the blade. Three or four strokes usually are enough to get the job done. Then, with the blade still in the vise, I use a fine-grit, flat slipstone to smooth each side of the scraper at the filed edge. Once the edge is prepared, I’m ready to use a burnisher to form the cutting burr (see drawing, facing page). The second approach is to sharpen the scraper edge with a 45° bevel. This method produces a more aggressive cutting edge, useful if you want to remove material faster. For example, if a thickness planer produced some fairly heavy tearout, I’d use the 45º edge to speed up the process of thinning the stock until the tearout disappeared (see “Forming the burr,” p. 74). Setting up a cabinet scraper—Place the freshly sharpened blade into the body of the scraper. To establish the blade extension, place one or two pieces of paper on a flat surface. Then, to elevate the sole ever so slightly, place the front of the sole on the paper. Press the blade down against the flat surface while tightening the thumbscrews to secure the blade. This step sets the blade extension to match the thickness of the paper, typically about 0.004 in. per sheet. Next, turn the scraper over and sight down the bottom of the sole. The cutting edge of the blade should be parallel to the sole.



Start flat. The scraper cuts with less effort when at about 30º to the direction of travel. To start a cut at an edge, add pressure to the forward handle so that extra force is applied to the front of the sole. As the sole slides onto the stock, shift the hand pressure so that both handles end up with downward force. www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



TIP WORKS ON THE PULL STROKE, TOO Although Gochnour normally pushes a cabinet scraper, there are occasions when it’s easier to pull the tool. Either way, it works equally well.



If it isn’t, lightly tap the side of the blade with a hammer until it is. Finally, turn the thumbscrews that flex the blade until the blade has a very slight (about 0.002 in. to 0.003 in.) crown. The scraper is now ready to go to work.



Scraper plane: best choice for large surfaces All the scraper planes on the market are patterned after the Stanley No. 112, a tool that was developed in 1874. Like the original 112, the new scraper planes have a pivoting lever-cap and thumbscrew that clamp the blade to the frog. The frog is adjustable from zero to 25°, making it easy to dial in the cutting angle of the plane. This adjustment is critical, as the scraper’s cutting angle needs to work in harmony with the angle of the burr on the scraper’s edge. The pivoting frog also regulates the depth of cut. Use it like a handplane—Handle the tool just as you would a bench plane. I find that a light touch, with a smooth, steady stroke, produces the best results. Just as with a bench plane, start the cut with pressure on the front knob. As the cut proceeds, equalize the



Finish flat. As the sole of the cabinet scraper begins to extend over the end of the board, reduce pressure on the forward handle while maintaining pressure on the trailing handle. Finish the cut with full pressure on the back handle.



Keep the edges flat. When scraping close to the edge of a board, allow the sole to overhang only slightly, keeping most of it on the board. That way the cabinet scraper can’t tip and give the surface an unwanted taper. JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2007
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Scraper plane The scraper plane has some advantages over a cabinet scraper. First, it’s secured to a cast-iron, plane-like body with a generous sole that helps ensure that the board surface stays flat and true. Also, the angle of the blade and the depth of cut can be adjusted precisely. The handle and knob provide extra comfort and control.



Pivoting the frog adjusts the angle of the blade and the depth of cut. Blade Locking nut Frog



Sole



45º



pressure on the knob and the rear handle. Then, upon completing the pass, shift your weight to the rear handle. Choosing a scraper plane—Of the scraper planes on the market, the one made by Veritas (www.leevalley.com) is the only one with an adjustment screw that lets you flex the 0.055-in.thick blade to produce a slight camber, a feature that makes it less likely that you’ll dig into the wood and also gives a very smooth cutting action. On the other models, I keep dig-ins under control by rounding the corners of the blade to about a 1⁄16-in. radius. Sharpening a scraper plane—The 45º bevel can be created with a file, but I get the best results by “grinding” the edge with sandpaper. First I use spray adhesive to mount 120-grit sandpaper to a flat surface such as a chunk of granite or a piece of plate glass. Then I mount the blade in a Veritas Mark II honing guide (the only guide I’ve found that can hold a thin, wide scraper blade without causing distortion). With the guide set to create a 45º bevel, I roll it back and forth until the bevel is formed. With the blade still in the jig, I hone the beveled edge on a 1,000-grit waterstone. Then I use a 6,000-grit stone to polish the edge. After honing the edge, I form the cutting burr using a burnisher. Setup is easy—When setting up a scraper plane, the first thing to do is tilt the adjustable frog 15° forward. Then set the plane on a flat benchtop and insert the blade into the plane with its bevel facing toward the back. With the blade resting on the benchtop,
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FORMING THE BURR Gochnour prefers to sharpen the scraper-plane blade at a 45º angle because it produces a more aggressive cut. On the downside, you get one working edge and it can’t be burnished as often between sharpenings.



Form the burr on a 45° angle. Make the first pass along the bevel using a burnisher held at 45º (left). Then make a series of passes flattening the angle by about 5º, with the last pass at 15º. A board with a 15º line provides guidance for the final pass (right).



Make final pass at 15º.



Make additional passes at 5º intervals. Make first burnishing pass at 45º.



Photo, this page (top): Kelly J. Dunton



TIPS FOR SETUP AND USE Load and lock. With the frog of the scraper plane set to a 15º angle (see illustration), and with the plane on a flat surface, slip the blade (bevel facing back) into the plane until the burred edge bottoms out on the flat surface. Then turn the locking nut to secure the blade.



Set the depth of cut. To set the depth of cut, pivot the frog forward 15º. When the blade begins to dull, pivot the frog farther forward to improve the cutting action.



clamp the blade in place by tensioning the thumbscrew. Next, to extend the blade slightly from the sole, move the frog forward slightly. This is done by backing the rear locking nut a quarter-turn off the post and tightening the front nut up against the post. Test the cut on a flat piece of wood and make depth adjustments accordingly. If the blade isn’t parallel to the sole, you will feel the plane turning sideways as it cuts. If this occurs, make lateral adjustments by tapping the side of the blade with a hammer. A scraper plane works best when set for a light cut. That said, it should produce a nice, wide shaving, not dust. If your scraper is not cutting shavings, adjust the frog angle so that it is working in harmony with the burr you have created on the blade’s edge. To find the best angle, remove the blade from the plane and make a pass or two while holding it like a card scraper. Find the angle at which the blade best engages the stock, then adjust the scraper frog to that angle, reinstall the blade, advance it slightly, and take another test cut. After using the scraper plane for a while, the blade will dull and the cut will be lighter and less efficient. Tilt the frog forward a degree or so to reengage the blade. Wood with uneven grain is an inevitable part of woodworking. Short of sanding forever, the next best option is to use a tool from the scraper family. You’ll end up with a smoother board, in less □ time, with less dust. That’s a rare win-win situation.



Skew the plane for easier cuts. Like a cabinet scraper, a scraper plane cuts more easily when angled about 30º to the direction of travel.



Scraper plane has the edge when doing edges. When an edge requires scraping, the scraper plane has the best balance and control, so you’re less likely to tip the scraper and create an out-ofsquare edge.



Chris Gochnour builds furniture and teaches woodworking in Murray, Utah. JANUARY/FEBRUARY 2007
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Fine-Tune Designs



Before You Build



Follow drawings with mock-ups to give your furniture ideas shape and substance B Y



G A R Y



R O G O W S K I



s E E i T B E F o r E Yo U B U i l D i T Models can help you work out design ideas for all types of pieces. They don’t require much time or material to build, but they can save a lot of both in the construction of your furniture.



Softwoods are easy to shape and carve.



Experiment with design details.
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Photocopied contents can fill out an interior. Photos: Steve Scott



W



oodworkers, as we all know, love to roar into a weekend project. They can then spend weeks or months on it, as we also know, only to find out one sad day that the finished piece doesn’t look quite right. It may in fact be a bit homely or ungainly. But didn’t those plans look promising? Didn’t that drawing seem right? You can avoid this dilemma with a simple and rewarding exercise: Build a scale model first. This is the advice I give my students; those who latch on to this technique never again build without it. Don’t get me wrong: Drawings and plans, whether full- or partialscale, are very useful. But adding a three-dimensional model made with ordinary shop tools and available materials will help you learn more. The model will show you form, help you fix proportions, balance, and symmetry, even help you think about the best way to build a piece. In the end, you can save a load of time and money building the right design instead of one that may never feel quite right.



Start by drawing ideas in a sketchbook Building a model will help you visualize and refine a new design, but it’s best to launch the project on paper first. How do you get from an idea you saw once in a magazine or at someone’s house to the point where you can build a model? I find it easiest to begin by sketching or doodling, without A drawing is only censoring my ideas. I do this in a notebook the start. A model that I keep for future reference. You never lets you see a piece know how the germ of one idea may give life in three dimensions to a totally new design later on. and answer quesThis process usually yields several ideas that tions about its form and proportions. appeal to me for my current project. At this point, I establish basic outside dimensions and draw a box that represents the proportions of the piece. With this visual key, I now can sketch to general proportions so I don’t end up with a great-looking cabinet design in my notebook and a squashedlooking shoebox in reality. I narrow down my notebook sketches to three ideas and work up more detailed ideas on drawing paper. Then I let these ideas percolate for awhile. Finally I boil down the best elements in each to a single design and do a final sketch. Once a design is sketched and I like its elements, I make my elevation and plan drawings to scale. Afterward, if I’m confident



Models can be as detailed as the final piece.



Full-size or scale model? Both are easy to make. Larger models give a greater sense of how the finished piece will occupy space; small mock-ups in wood can show remarkable detail while being portable and easy to store.



m aT E r i a l s a r E i n E X P E n s i V E CARDBOARD Commonly available and inexpensive, it’s best for full-scale or half-scale models, and great for modeling fullsize tabletops. Cardboard cuts easily with a bandsaw, a tablesaw, or a knife and straightedge, holds with yellow glue or hot-melt glue, and is sturdy enough for simple tenon joints. Details can be drawn or painted on the surface.



FOAMC ORE Sold at art-supply houses in 1 ⁄ 8-in., 3 ⁄16-in., and 1 ⁄ 2-in. thicknesses, its higher price makes it a better choice for small-scale models or full-size mock-ups of small pieces. Any saw or sharp knife will cut it. Use pins, glue, or even packing tape to hold it together. Advantages are its stiffness, light weight, and white color, which forces you to concentrate on the shape of the piece. Its surfaces can be painted, inked, stenciled, you name it.



WOOD



Components can simply be drawn in place.



www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



Material can come from the shop scrap barrel, typically 1 ⁄ 8-in. or 1 ⁄4-in. resawing offcuts or other scraps. Working in small scale makes parts easier to handle and the design easier to see. Wood scraps can be cut with saws and joined with a variety of glues.
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The process starts with a sketch. Rogowski keeps his design doodles in a notebook for future reference. That way, the germ of one idea can give life to a totally new one later on.



Small-scale models are easy to build and transport, and they take up little space. They also can be made from the same stock as the fullscale piece. Nothing beats a wooden model for selling a furniture design to a client or spouse. First, mill the stock to whatever thickness you need. Cut lengths using a tablesaw crosscut sled or chopsaw. Be cautious in cutting these smaller parts. Sometimes a pencil eraser end is a better and safer grip than your fingertip for holding things in place. Simple joints can be made on this scale, but most pieces are just butt-jointed together and glued. Strengthen where needed with gussets and corner blocks.



about the elements of the piece, I can do full-scale drawings. But if I still have questions about the form or proportions, I might want another level of information. That’s when I make a model.



From sketchbook to model First, decide on scale. Are your questions about the design primarily about the rightness of its basic proportions? Do you need to transport the model and show it to clients? A small-scale model will probably answer. Or do you need to live with the piece for a while, to see how it casts shadows and fits into its intended space? If so, full-scale is probably your best bet. When I built library tables for the Oregon State Archives project, I made a 1⁄ 8-scale model for several reasons. One was to impress the selection jury with my design, giving them something tangible to see and discuss. I built the model in cherry, the same as the tables would be, but I sketched in the inlay details with a pen. The other advantage? It forced me to walk through the stages of building the piece and led me to resolve key questions about construction. Which parts would I put together first? What steps had to be completed before moving to the next phase? Would this design hold up over time, or did I need to modify the structure? For my Greene and Greene table (see FWW #171, pp. 36-41), I worked full-scale



For safety, use a zero-clearance insert when cutting small parts at the tablesaw. A piece of scrap (below) can be fashioned as a tapering jig for bandsawing model table legs.



Glue-up is easy. Be sure to reinforce joinery. Hot-melt glue works, but it can be messy with a lot of squeeze-out. Yellow glue works if your gluing surfaces are clean and flat. Cyanoacrylate works well, too.
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Try out inlay ideas. Working in small scale makes it convenient to draw—and erase—decorative details directly on the model’s surface.



The material cuts easily. Components for a full-scale table model can be made in minutes. Just slice up cardboard parts on the tablesaw and glue them together.



Cardboard is sturdy enough for mocked-up joinery. Rogowski glues a loose tenon to the inside of a rail and knifes a mortise into a cardboard leg.



with cardboard. I made up hollow table legs that were 11⁄ 2 in. thick by 21⁄ 2 in. wide by slicing up parts on the saw and hotgluing them into elongated boxes. Having a leg that doesn’t collapse when you walk by is great. I cut apron pieces to length and made up a top with drawn-in breadboard ends. I made simple mortise-andtenon joints and used corner blocks on the inside corners for strength. Now here was something to walk around and examine. At this point in the process, you can congratulate yourself for building the model, but then let it rest for a couple of days. Let it sit in a corner of your shop or in the place where the finished piece will finally live. Then come back to it and see how it feels. Your gut will tell you a lot about whether you got it right. If it’s not right, then you’ll need to start figuring out where to cut and where to add. I tell my students that planning at this stage may feel like it’s slowing you down, but in the end it can save you time as you build with confidence, knowing you have a design that works, fits the space, and looks great. M Gary Rogowski, a contributing editor, runs The Northwest Woodworking Studio in Portland, Ore. www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



Wo r k i n g B i g When you want to see how a piece will take up space and work with other furniture around it, build a full-scale model. Cardboard works best for full-scale or half-scale models. In just a few hours, Rogowski can create models as large as 2 ft. by 7 ft. with moving parts to help clients see how something might fit or look. Draw in door stiles and rails, or stack one layer of cardboard on another to create depth and texture. Use a sheet of single-wall cardboard and glue on an edge to give it thickness. Spray-paint the cardboard if you want to look at another color besides tan. Use white if you simply want to concentrate on the form of the piece.



Hot-melt glue works great on cardboard. With the base constructed, it’s easy to experiment with a variety of tabletop sizes and designs. J an u a r y / F eb r u a r y 2 0 0 7
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Keeping Tools Sharp Avoid dirt and other hazards to get more mileage from bits, blades, and chisels B Y



R O L A N D



J O H N S O N



O



ne of the most time-consuming tasks in a woodworking shop is sharpening, whether that means grinding and honing chisels, running to the store for a new cutter, or sending planer blades out to be sharpened. Although it’s a chore that can’t be avoided, it can be delayed. A variety of hazards will dull cutting edges prematurely. Steering clear of them will let you work more and sharpen less. Among the worst of these is dirt. Cleaning debris off rough lumber before machining can help maintain a sharp edge on jointer and planer knives and sawblades. Removing pitch and sawdust to prevent buildup helps prevent cutters from dulling too soon. It’s also important to protect your tools from collisions with other metal or hard surfaces that can mar a sharp edge. Roland Johnson is a contributing editor.



Clean lumber before milling R



Compressed air removes the bulk of surface dirt. Clean boards outside, away from machinery, tools, and workbenches.
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oughsawn lumber holds lots of dust and debris, which can act like sandpaper on cutting tools. A light brushing will not always get it out of the surface pores. The best way to clean the surface is to use compressed air and a wire brush. A quick blast will remove the bulk of dirt and debris, and a good brushing will dislodge the remaining grit. It’s best to clean lumber outdoors so as not to spread dust on nearby material, tools, or workbenches. Although it cleans a bit more slowly than compressed air, a good shop vacuum can be used indoors because it will not spread dust around the shop. Used lumber poses different hazards. I use a metal detector to find embedded nails or screws that can dull or damage tool edges and remove them before proceeding with the cut. Hand-scraping or chemical removal will take care of old paint, which will dull a cutting edge quickly and leave a residue on tools. But the wood has to be pretty valuable to go through all that hassle. The Use a wire brush to dislodge the Recycled lumber may conbest bet is to avoid painted rest. Scrub in the direction of the tain nails. Use a metal detecgrain to remove debris. tor to find hidden fasteners lumber altogether. that can ruin a cutter.



Photos: Marcia Ryan



Scrub and lubricate cutters T



oothed cutting blades on remov e pitch a nd saw dust bandsaws, tablesaws, and chopsaws rely on clearance immediately alongside the sawteeth to help eliminate drag, and on gullets behind the cutter to remove the freshly cut wood fibers. If the teeth have pitch baked on their sides or if the gullets have crud built up on their edges, the blade will heat up and dull quickly. I clean my tablesaw blade frequently with a blade cleaner such as OxiSolv Blade & Bit Cleaner or CMT Formula 2050 Blade and Bit Cleaner. I am careful to keep the gullets clean on my bandsaw blade, especially when resawing— a brass brush can clear blocked Use a blade-and-bit cleaner on tablesaw Clean bandsaw gullets. With the machine turned off, bandsaw gullets quickly without blades. Spray it on the buildup and let it sit rotate the upper wheel by hand as you pass a brass before scrubbing with a brass brush. brush over the blade. dulling the edges. In addition, a regular waxing or dry lubricant coating on the blade will minimize lubrication slows du l li n g , rust buildup and reduce friction in the cut. I find that Apply a dry lubricant paraffin wax or DriCote works well. Before applyon chisel mortisers. ing DriCote, clean the blade with a solvent beThe lubricant helps cause this product needs to adhere to bare metal. prevent buildup and Drill bits, especially twist bits, suffer when keeps bits from dulling prematurely. chips build up in the flutes and can’t be extracted from the bore hole. This is an especially big problem with bits used in hollow-chisel mortisers. The friction from the compacted chips can create enough heat to turn the metal of the chisel and the bit blue, effectively ruining the temper, or hardness, in both. Once steel loses its hardness, the cutting edge won’t stay sharp for long. To imWax bandsaw blades prove the ability of bits to eject chips, I coat bits to reduce friction. with DriCote. With the blade running, hold a piece of paraffin Specialized lubricants can significantly enwax on the table and hance the operation of tools that rely on metal against the blade. tables to support work being sawn, edged, or molded. Products such as Empire’s TopSaver will keep a steel or cast-iron top slick, resulting in less effort needed to push material past a blade or cutter. Constant feed rates, essential to producing a consistent knife-mark pattern on molded edges, are easier to maintain when the table’s friction is low.



www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com
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Protect sharp tool edges from hard knocks I



have an ongoing debate with a friend about the proper way to set a sharp handplane on a benchtop. I always set mine on the sole with the blade resting on a fairly clean wooden benchtop surface. I reason that there is less chance of damaging the blade, or myself, when the blade is covered. Resting the plane on its side exposes the blade, increasing the chances that I’ll get a flesh wound or my plane will be damaged by another metallic tool. Chisels laid on a benchtop should always point away from the woodworker, the project, and the other tools on the bench. Be careful to avoid clutter on a workbench; it is too easy to bump sharp cutting edges against metal. Debris in tool trays, and the trays themselves, can nick and dull cutting edges. Keep trays clean and organized. Put a divider between each tool in a toolbox and if the toolbox is metal, line the interior with wood or heavy card stock. Provide a safe haven for all cutting edges. I have a rack for my chisels; dowels on the wall for my files, rasps, and planes; trays for my router and drill bits that keep the sharp sides up and separated from one another; individual shelves for my tablesaw blades; and a separate dowel for hanging each of my bandsaw blades.



carv i n g tool s



dri ll bits



Lesser-used tools can be stored in drawers. Custom-made drawer dividers will help keep carving tools sharp.



router bits



Bit rack clamps directly to drill press. This two-tiered rack easily holds most commonly used bits.
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Make portable racks for your router bits. A small rack is portable and easy to make from scrap lumber. Credit Here



Touch up that edge before it’s gone C HISEl S



Build racks for your chisels. Wallmounted tools protect edges and allow for quick access.



SAwBl ADES



I



t is faster and easier to hone a slightly dull tool than to regrind a really dull tool. As soon as the performance drops in any cutting device, it is time to give it a touchup. Sometimes honing is as simple as running the flat face of a bit over the edge of a diamond stone to restore full performance. Steel cutters such as plane blades and chisels also should be honed frequently during use and ground only occasionally. Carvers are seldom far from their honing system, whether it is a leather strop and diamond paste or a buffing system. The same goes for scrapers. The burr that does the cutting on a scraper is relatively fragile and can start to lose its sharpness within a few strokes. But a quick once-over with a burnishing tool will restore the edge. There’s nothing like seeing fine shavings roll off the cutting edge of a tool. Protecting those edges and touching them up often will extend your working time between full sharpenings.



Sharpen router bits with a small diamond stone. Run the flat face of a bit over the stone, using the same number of strokes for each edge.



Hone plane irons regularly. Diamond paste on a piece of leather quickly renews an edge.



S O U R C E S O F S U P P LY SOlvEnTS OxiSolv Blade & Bit Cleaner www.woodworker.com CMT Formula 2050 Blade & Bit Cleaner http://tool-corral.com HOnIng ACCESSORIES Diamond paste www.japanwoodworker.com



Keep tablesaw blades separated. Cut dadoes into a simple case to accommodate 1 ⁄4-in. plywood shelves, set 1 in. apart. Leave the shelves loose so they can slide out for easy blade access. Credit Herei neWoodwor k i n g.com www.F



Diamond stones www.leevalley.com



lUBRICAnTS DriCote www.woodworker.com LPS1 Greaseless Lubricant www.marvgolden.com Kurobara Camellia Oil www.japanwoodworker.com Empire Top Saver and other dry tool lubricants www.woodcraft.com
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readers gallery Pat M e g owa n 



Corvallis, Ore.



While building this sideboard during a 12-week intensive course at The Center for Furniture Craftsmanship in Maine, Megowan grew so frustrated that he twice thought about busting out a chainsaw and making some kindling. “I went in way over my head,” he says about the design and construction of the piece. Fortunately, instructors Tim Rousseau and Kevin Rodel guided him through the process. The sideboard (16 in. deep by 56 in. wide by 32 in. tall) is made of Honduras mahogany, with secondary woods of maple, rosewood, Sitka spruce, and poplar. It is finished with Danish oil, shellac, Waterlox Original, and wax.



B ob C a m e ro n 



Drumheller, Alta., Canada



Cameron built these two boxes for a doctor and a nurse who took care of his mother while she was at the Tom Baker Cancer Center in Calgary. The keepsake box (left), made of English sycamore and African blackwood, is 7 in. deep by 11 in. wide by 61 ⁄2 in. tall; the stationery box, made of American cherry and black walnut, is 11 in. deep by 13 in. wide by 31 ⁄4 in. tall. Both are finished with sprayed, water-based polyurethane.



Dav id H u rw i t z 



Randolph, Vt.



Hurwitz began carving kitchen utensils about 13 years ago as a way to use the scraps accumulating in his shop. Seeing them as an exploration in form, he considers each one a small, functional sculpture for the kitchen. To add appeal, Hurwitz combined contrasting woods, such as (from left) walnut and curly maple, rhododendron and cherry, mulberry and cherry, mahogany and maple, and walnut and ash. The spatulas are approximately 2 in. thick by 3 in. wide by 15–17 in. long and are finished with mineral oil and beeswax.
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T. R . F i sh e r 



East Yorkshire, England



Fisher is a retired cabinetmaker who has had a longtime interest in carving. That interest has developed into well-honed skills, as evidenced by this whimsical carving of musical instruments. It is based on a section of carving done ca. 1692 by Grinling Gibbons (1648–1721) in Petworth House, Sussex. Fisher carved the sections separately, then assembled them one by one. The carving is 21 in. wide by 32 in. tall and is finished with wax.



An d r e w J . R i tch i e 



Toronto, Ont., Canada



This chest on chest was Ritchie’s second try at veneered furniture. Although the form is based on an original seen at Colonial Williamsburg, the chest elegantly incorporates design elements from other periods. The piece stands 17 in. deep by 34 in. wide by 71 in. tall, and is made of curly maple, with veneers of curly and bird’s-eye maple. The secondary woods are pine, cherry, and maple. The chest took approximately 400 hours to build. The finish is linseed oil and beeswax.



D o u g l a s W. J o n e s 



Los Lunas, N.M.



The 2006 winner in the Custom/Studio Furniture category of the Vermont Fine Furniture and Wood Products Design Competition, this bench was designed for a large, circular sitting area in a private residence that overlooks spectacular Lake Champlain. The lines of this bench were intended both to complement the curving architecture and to evoke nautical themes brought to mind by the view of the lake. Measuring 23 in. deep by 51 in. wide by 28 in. tall, the bench is constructed with mahogany slats over a bent-plywood armature sandwiched between solid frames; Jones turned the four legs and hand-carved the armrests. He finished the piece with an oil/varnish combination. Photos: Susan Teare
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readers gallery



continued



F r ed Wi l s o n 



Longmont, Colo.



Wilson’s experience as a canoe builder influenced the design of this walnut-and-ash chair. He wanted to make a lightweight, comfortable “wooden cushion” that would conform to the shape of its user the way a canoe seat does. Toward that end, he installed thin ash strips that float in pockets in the curved, laminated frame. The strips deflect about 1/2 in. on the seat and about 1 in. on the back. The chair weighs only 12 lb. and is 36 in. deep by 21 in. wide by 43 in. tall. It is finished with wipe-on polyurethane.



Te r ry R . C a n d e e 



Columbia, S.C.



Candee’s chest of drawers (22 in. deep by 32 in. wide by 40 in. tall) is a reproduction of a 1775 piece he saw in The Furniture of Charleston, 1680-1820, by Bradford L. Rauschenberg and John Bivins Jr. The chest is made of Honduras mahogany, with crotchmahogany veneer on the drawers, secondary woods of oak and maple, and 80 ft. of satinwood stringing. To finish the piece, Candee stained it with potassium dichromate, filled the grain, sealed it with garnet shellac, and topcoated it with lacquer.



B i rd i e M i ll e r 



Stockton, N.J.



Miller unveiled this pool table at the 2006 Philadelphia Furniture & Furnishings Show to showcase his design and building skills. He also had another reason: He likes to play pool (though he claims he’s no shark). A pool table must support the slate top (about 450 lb.) 29 in. off the floor while remaining flat and stiff. It also must come apart for transport. Miller chose an exposed post-andbeam construction for the base, with beefy wedges that allow the frame to be disassembled. The table is made mostly of walnut, with red-oak beams and stretchers. The butterfly keys and wedges are rosewood. The table is 56 in. wide by 100 in. long by 29 in. tall, and the finish is oil and lacquer.
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C a r l g l a s s M a n 



Centreville, Del.



While building this reproduction Goddard-Townsend fall-front secretary, Glassman, an 83-yearold retired surgeon, received both inspiration and guidance from John McAlister, an amateur woodworker whose fall-front secretary was featured on the back cover of Fine Woodworking #129. Made of quilted Central American mahogany, the massive piece stands more than 9 ft. tall to the top of the center finial. The piece is finished with oil, shellac, and wax.



a n t H o n y H ay z e n 



Knoxville, Tenn.



Hayzen’s pedestal table (40 in. dia. by 32 in. tall) serves as a canvas for his decorative veneer work. The six-sided pedestal is made of poplar, while the tabletop and base are made of medium-density fiberboard with solid mahogany edge-bandings. The base veneer is maple, and the colored veneers were dyed before they were cut to shape and inlaid. Overall, it took Hayzen about 300 hours to make the table. He chose lacquer as the topcoat because it provides a long-lasting, wear-resistant finish.



sean Connin 



Rainbow Lake, N.Y.



Connin built this table while participating in the New Hampshire Institute of Furniture Making’s Studio-Based Learning Program. He says the design was a collaborative effort between him and his instructor, Jon Brooks. Connin cut the legs as live green-ash saplings, air-dried them, and then refined their shapes using rasps, scrapers, and sandpaper. Fitting the legs to the table was an exercise in improvisation, requiring a number of mock-ups. The table is 213⁄8 in. wide by 327⁄8 in. long by 36 in. tall and is made of red maple and black walnut. The legs are finished with acrylics and varnish, and the top is finished with a mix of tung oil, spar varnish, and mineral spirits. The topcoat is wax.



www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



Submissions Readers Gallery provides design inspiration by showcasing the work of our readers. For consideration, send entry forms (available at www.FineWoodworking.com) and photos (unaltered digital images, prints with negatives, or slides) to Readers Gallery, Fine Woodworking, 63 S. Main St., Newtown, CT 06470, or email fwgallery@taunton .com. If you want materials returned, you must include a self-addressed envelope with appropriate postage.
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Rosewood Squares “The Tools You Keep”



Heavy Duty Compasses 4-24 inches



Double Ended Calipers



www.gladstonetools.com



Tools Sets Order on the web: www.gladstonetools.com www.mannyswoodworkersplace.com or by phone 1-800-243-0713 425 Curry Avenue, Lexington, Ky 40508 READER SERVICE NO. 118



Distributed by



Quality Pen Kits and Other Turning Kits
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The



D o g wo o d I n s t i t u t



e



School of Fine Woodworking • New Premier School in Atlanta, GA Area • Beginner / Intermediate / Advanced Classes • Hands on Instruction for all Techniques • Classes Concentrate on Building Fine Furniture



For complete course schedule and detail information



1-800-533-2440 • 770-751-9571 (in Georgia) www.dogwoodwoodworking.com READER SERVICE NO. 142
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Q&A A shopmade slicing gauge Q: In Steve Latta’s recent article on applying cock bead to a drawer (FWW #183, p. 44-49), one photo showed a slicing gauge, an interesting and useful tool. Where can I get one, or better, how can I make one? — J A C K B A R N E S , Midlothian, Va.



A marking gauge that cuts. This shopmade gauge works like a regular marking gauge, except that it uses the tip of a craft-knife blade as a cutter, allowing it to scribe a deep, clean line.



A: MY SLICING GAUGE IS SHOPMADE FROM MAPLE, with a brass wearplate and thumbscrew. Dimensions are typical (see drawing), so don’t be afraid to customize them. I buy the hardware from Rockler (www.rockler.com); you can pick up a sheet of 1⁄16-in.-thick brass at any good hobby shop. Begin by roughing out the head block. As the drawing shows, drill a hole in the bottom for the thumbscrew. Cut the slot for the bar by drilling a pair of holes and cutting away the waste between them. Use a router or tablesaw to make the recess for the brass wearplate. Fit a piece of brass in the recess and hold it with clear tape. Punch centers for the screws that hold the brass in place, then drill and countersink the holes. Attach the plate with epoxy, then drive the screws. Cut the head block to the desired shape on a bandsaw with a 3⁄16-in. or 1⁄4-in. blade. Then sand or file the block to its final shape. The soft brass will cut and sand easily. Next, make the bar, using a 1⁄4-in. roundover bit in a router. Make it a hair thicker than the slot in the head block, and sand it until it fits snugly. A few strokes of sandpaper can make the difference between a good fit and a sloppy one. Trace the shape of the bar’s end onto a small piece of brass. Punch centers for the screws to hold the brass in place, and drill the holes. Transfer the location of the holes to the bar and drill. Position a craft-knife blade on the end of the bar and cut a recess to hold it. Hold the blade in place by screwing on the brass, and sand the metal to conform to the shape of the bar. Cut a small shim from Formica or Lexan that will just fit into the hole for the thumbscrew. It prevents the screw from gouging the bar. Drive a threaded insert into the head block, then fit in the shim and screw in the thumbscrew. —Steve Latta is an instructor at Thaddeus Stevens College of Technology in Lancaster, Pa.
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Maple bar, ½ in. thick by 13 ⁄ 8 in. wide by 6 in. long, shaped with ¼-in. roundover router bit Craft-knife blade set into notch ⁄ -in.-thick brass cap to hold knife blade 1 16



Drill ends of slot for bar with ½-in. bit, cut away waste. 11 ⁄ 32-in.-dia. hole for thumbscrew



#6 by ½-in. brass screws Head block



⁄ -in. by 1-in. recess for brass wearplate 16



Brass wearplate, 1 ⁄16 in. thick by 1 in. wide, trimmed flush with head block



¼ by 20 threaded insert for thumbscrew Formica shim



#4 by 5 ⁄ 8-in. brass screws 2½ in. ¼ by 20 decorative brass knurled knob 4½ in. Maple head block, 1 in. thick, sized to fit your hand



Ask a question Do you have a question you’d like us to consider for the column? Send it to Q&A, Fine Woodworking, 63 S. Main St., Newtown, CT 06470, or email [email protected].



Photo, this page: Mark Schofield; drawing: Vince Babak



Reeded Island The most recognized silhouette in the industry... An Osborne original!



Item #SDB-800



Only



$189.90



For information contact:



University of Tasmania



Visit infinitytools.com for what’s new & innovative in wood cutting tools! • Router Bits • Shaper Cutters



• Planer/Jointer Knives • Saw Blades



TOLL FREE 877-872-2487



Web: www.utas.edu.au/asff



Ph: 61 3 63 310288 Fax: 61 3 63 312660 READER SERVICE NO. 30



#1456 Classic Reeded Island - 34 1/2 x 3 1/2
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Email:[email protected]



Wood Products, Inc.



Order OnLine:



www.classicisland.com



Order Line: 800.849.8876 CaLL fOr a CataLOg: 800.746.3233



4620 GA Highway 123 • Toccoa, GA 30577 E-mail: [email protected] READER SERVICE NO. 43
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Q&A



continued



Hollow-chisel mortisers: How clean are their cuts? Q: I want to buy



A: IF YOU SET UP THE MACHINE



a hollow-chisel mortiser, but I’d first like to know if this type of machine will cut a finished mortise consistently. Or will some handwork be necessary?



properly and use a welltuned chisel, a hollow-chisel mortiser can cut accurate mortises of furniture quality. The only handwork needed may be some slight trimming. Make sure that the chisel is sharp and perfectly square to the fence, and that the drill bit extends 1⁄ 8 in. below the tip of the chisel for smooth cutting action. —Roland Johnson is a contributing editor.



—DANIEL MONTGOMERY,



Hinsdale, Ill.



Clean cuts. A hollow-chisel mortiser is designed to make sharp, smooth cuts that need little, if any, handwork.



Another use for a panel-raising bit Q: I’m making a



A: THE TABLETOP SHOWN BELOW,



bench seat with a gentle curve on the front and a 25-in. radius on the ends. I want to put a 20° to 25° bevel on the bottom, to match an existing piece of furniture. How can I do that without buying a custom router bit?



built for “An Exercise in Design” (FWW #184, p. 63), has gently curved sides and a bevel on its underside. Create that profile with a 3¼-in.-dia. panel-raising bit in a router table, set up with a minimal gap between the fence and the bit. Use a stand to support the opposite end of the tabletop. That way, one end of the work bears against the fence and the other end rests on the stand, giving you a solid and safe setup. I’d strongly suggest doing a dry run first and taking several light passes to make the profile. If you aren’t comfortable using a router, you can scribe a depth line on the stock and cut the bevel with a handplane. —Mark Schofield is managing editor.



—HILTON HALE,



Prescott, Ariz.
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Support two ends. When you use a router table to profile the edge of a large workpiece, keep the opposite end supported.



SET UP A PANELRAISING BIT TO CUT A RADIUS EDGE Panel-raising bit



Router-table fence Workpiece Routertable top



Photos, this page: Tom Begnal (top); Mark Schofield (bottom left); drawing and photo (bottom right): Kelly J. Dunton



High Performance Power Tools



The Keller Dovetail System:



Need the BEST Abrasives



“The setup is easy, adjustments minimal and the joints perfect. It’s the easiest of all the jigs to use and great for production use.”



Norton makes sanding easier with 3 times the total performance over conventional products. Ask your woodworking supplier for



Norton 3X discs and sheets.



“Your best choice” - Woodworker’s Journal



- Woodworker’s Journal



“In a class by itself.”
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- WOOD Magazine
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DVD OR VHS: $8.95 + $2 P/H



No test cuts. Fast setup. Unlimited widths. Precision joinery. Classic and variable spacing. Compound angles. Curved dovetails. Box joints. 20 year warranty. Made in USA since 1976. To find out more, contact your Dealer or



KELLER & CO. 1327 ‘I’ Street, Dept. F17 Petaluma, CA 94952 1-800-995-2456 707-763-9336



www.kellerdovetail.com



Keller Dovetail System Simply the best!
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®



The Muscle Behind the Machine™ D-I-Y/Contractor Market www.nortonabrasives.com
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Q&A



continued



Centering an insert in a turned knob Q: I’m making



A: First, turn a short length



knobs for a tool cabinet, and I want to put a small decorative insert in the center of each one. How do I do that?



of ebony or walnut to a thin cylinder. A finished diameter of 1⁄ 8 in. to 11⁄ 64 in. works for most knobs, but choose a size that’s well proportioned for the knobs you plan. Chuck a knob in the lathe and put a small dimple in the face with the point of a skew chisel. This will ensure that the hole you drill for the insert will be dead center. Measure the diame ter of the ebony cylinder and select a drill bit that’s a



—l. clift, Albany, N.Y.



Furniture from framing lumber Q: A local coffee



A: i wouldn’t make an



house hired me to build tables that can serve as work stations for artists and students. I wanted to mill 2x12 Douglas-fir framing lumber for the legs. You’ve cautioned against using this kind of wood for furniture, but I wonder if this is an exception.



exception for these work



stations. Even if the lumber is dried to constructionlumber standards, it may contain pockets of pitch or sweat small beads of pitch if exposed to heat or sunlight. So-called old-growth wood, which has the tightest growth rings, is the most likely to contain pitch.  —John White is FWW shop manager.



—caleb berry,



Chicago, Ill.



Dead center. Mount a drill bit in the tailstock of a lathe to center a recess for a decorative insert in a turned knob.



hair smaller. Use a drill chuck in the tailstock of the lathe to hold the bit. Finally, chamfer the cylinder you’ve turned, so it slips eas ily into the hole in the knob. Glue it in place and cut it



What caused the pits in a varnished tabletop? q: I’ve been



A: I suspect that the wood



spraying McCloskey Heirloom Varnish for several years. From time to time, it develops small pits. It happened most recently on a mahogany desk. After sanding and applying wood filler and two coats of sealer, I built up coats of thinned varnish. The pits show across the entire top.



filler is the cause of the problem. Most likely, it wasn’t completely dry before you moved on to varnishing. The filler shrank as it dried, pulling the varnish down into the wood pores and creating those small pits. Subsequent topcoats weren’t sanded flush, the filler continued to shrink, and each new coat of varnish magnified the prob lem. Your only recourse is to sand off the finish, let the filler dry completely, sand it, and start over. Like you, I learned the hard way that oil-based fillers take a long time to dry. I give them four or five days to cure and shrink before I move on to other finishing steps. —Chris A. Minick is a consulting editor.



—Richard Everett,



Columbus, Ohio



Deep pockets. The pitch pockets in Douglas fir make it a poor choice for furniture.
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slightly proud. Use a small gouge to trim the insert flush as you turn the knob to its final contour. —Ernie Conover teaches woodworking at his workshop in Parkman, Ohio.



Photos, this page: David Heim (top); Kelly J. Dunton (bottom)
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Operate 3-Phase Shop Motors from Single Phase Power Different Models To Fit Your Needs. The Ronk ROTO-CON®



Rotary Phase Converter will provide 3-phase power from single-phase sources to operate single or multiple motor applications found in woodworking shops. ® The Ronk ECONO-PHASE Shifter is a mediumduty static-type converter for shop applications such as drill presses, mills, saws, etc., where continuous full load use is not required, but low initial cost is important.
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Over 40,000 Woodworking Products
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The Woodworker’s Dream!



The ultimate woodworking project! Build your own classic trailer!



www.ronkelectrical.com
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master class Barley-twist candlesticks centuries-old hand-tool sequence creates a good conversation starter B y



E r n i e



C o n o v e r



O



f all the things I make on the lathe, one of the most eye-grabbing is the barley-twist candlestick, which owes its name to a type of English candy traditionally made with a twist. Whether on a dining-room or a kitchen table, the candlesticks, usually made in right- and left-twist pairs, never fail to be the center of conversation, with woodworkers and non-woodworkers alike wondering how they are made. Although one would think that such work must require a router and complicated jigs, the design predates the router by at least 300 years. A lathe and a few simple tools are all you need. This is a good project for novice turners, as the only turning is where you bring the blank to shape. The spirals are cut entirely by hand, with the lathe used as a vise to hold the work. Besides a lathe you need some sharp gouges: I use a #9-7mm (#9 sweep, 7mm wide), a #9-15mm, a #7-20mm, and a #8-18mm. Gouges close to these in sweep and size would work as well. Choose wood that is easy to carve. Mahogany (shown) is a good choice for your first try; walnut is durable and looks good on a dining table; basswood is easiest to carve and looks fine in a less-formal setting; and oak was a common choice in 17th‑century England.



Prepare the blank and lay out the twists Before you turn the blank to the cylindrical pattern and drill out the center, be sure to imprint drive-center marks on both ends so that you can chuck the work in the same exact position at either end for carving. When creating the turning, put a gentle cove just inside the bead at each end to allow an easy start and finish with the gouges when carving the threads. The next task is the layout lines. If your lathe has indexing, then use it to draw the four horizontal lines, but you can also use dividers or the lines drawn earlier on the end grain to find the center. Now divide the shaft into 3⁄4-in.-long segments, holding a pencil against the work to create a series of circles. Although our forefathers would have used a piece of string to lay out the spiral, masking tape does a better job. Wind the tape in a left or right spiral so that one edge crosses each intersection of the 90° lines and circles. Repeat for the other spiral.
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The next step is to center-drill the blank. For the 11⁄ 2-in.-dia. column on this design, drill a 3⁄ 8-in. hole. Drill from both ends to ensure better centering of the bore.



Saw, carve, and sand the spirals Use a backsaw to cut a 1⁄4-in.-deep kerf following the curve of the cylinder on the spiral lines you just laid out. Place the #9-7mm gouge on the tool rest, just as if you were going to make a sheer cut with a turning tool, but skewed to follow the line of the kerf. You want to cut to the right side of the sawkerf to be cutting downhill with the grain. Now turn the work with the lathe’s handwheel or an auxiliary wheel (see drawing, p. 98). If you have the tool at the correct angle, you’ll automatically follow the spiral, but if not, simply correct on the fly. Now reverse the piece end-over-end on the lathe and carve the other side of the kerf, blending in the middle as much as Photos: Mark Schofield; drawings: John Hartman



Turn a cylinder and lay out the spirals Twist: not too loose, not too tight



11 ⁄16 in. dia. Drill 13 ⁄16-in.-dia. hole and scrape to a slight taper.



This barley twist consists of two threads cut into a cylinder. The tightness or looseness of the twist is determined by the length of cylinder covered by each revolution of the spiral. I have found that a spiral that completes one turn in two outside diameters works best. With these three candlesticks, the one on the right has too much twist; the one on the left has too little, while the center one looks about right.



11/2 in.



11/2 in. dia. 21/2 in. dia. 1/2 in. ⁄ in. dia.



38



3/4 in.



⁄ -in.-dia. through-hole 38



1 in.



1



Lay out the lines. Divide the blank into quarters, marking two opposite lines with a dot to designate where the spirals will start. Then draw lines 3/4 in. apart around the cylinder.



2



Draw the spirals. Wrap masking tape around the cylinder, connecting the intersections of the horizontal and circular lines, and mark the line. Do this for both spirals.



3



Center-drill the cylinder. Drill the blank from each end to keep the hole centered.



11/2 in. dia.



Spiral twists one-quarter turn in 3/4 in.



Spiral makes full turn in 3 in. (two diameters).



8 in.



⁄ -in.-dia. dowel 38



37⁄ 8 in. dia.



1 in.
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Saw and carve the spirals



Carve the channel. Use a narrow gouge to carve a channel along each spiral. Stay to the right of the sawkerf so that you are cutting downhill and not against the grain. Flip the workpiece to carve the second half.



1. Stay to the right of the sawkerf.



Saw the layout line. Use a backsaw to cut a kerf roughly 1/4 in. deep along the spiral lines. Gradually spin the piece by hand as you cut.



possible. Come back and repeat both cuts using a #9-15mm gouge to widen the channel. When you have cut to the bottom of the kerf, deepen the sawkerf and repeat the process. Before you break through to the drill hole and weaken the workpiece, use a #7-20mm or #8-18mm gouge inverted to round over the top edges of the grooves. The breakthrough to the drill hole presents the greatest danger of cracking one of the twists. It is easy for the gouge to become a wedge along the grain line. Reduce this risk in three ways: Clear enough wood from both sides of the groove to keep clearance for your gouge; make only light cuts; and use a rasp when breaking Body, through. If all else fails, 6–8 in. dia. a bottle of mediumby 1–11/2 in. viscosity super glue is a thick good standby. Once you have a good gap between the Faceplate spirals, use a gouge on its side or upside down on the tool rest and carve the inside of the spiral by halves to avoid carving against the grain. If 3 ⁄ 8-in.-dia. you’ll be making a lot dowel of these barley twists, use an in-cannel gouge; An auxiliary having the bevel on the wheel makes handinside of the flute gives turning easier.
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2. Flip the blank to carve the other side.



Widen the channel. Come back with a wider gouge to enlarge the channel. Again, always cut on the right side of the kerf. When complete, saw down another 1 ⁄4 in. and repeat the carving with the narrow and wide gouges.



Round over the spiral. Use an inverted gouge to shape the outside of the spirals.



R
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Love At First



...Slide!



THE NEW



JessEm’s New Mast-R-Slide™ Precision Sliding Cross-Cut Table is the ultimate add-on for your tablesaw. Thirty double-sealed precision bearings in an innovative linear guide mechanism provides an exceptionally smooth and accurate cross-cutting solution. Fits most tablesaws and offers a maximum cross-cut of 36 inches. Upgrade your saw with a Mast-R-Slide™ from JessEm Tool today.



Mast R Slide™







 """ !  READER SERVICE NO. 125



Serving Woodworkers Since 1972



FREE! Catalog



Your Source For Essential, Unique, & Hard To Find Tools!



800-345-2396



Visit us at www.jessem.com Call: 866-272-7492 • Barrie, Ontario Canada



hartvilletool.com



READER SERVICE NO. 77



READER SERVICE NO. 113



Power Up Before you plug in a power tool or buy a new one, be sure you have Power Tool Basics from the editors of Fine Woodworking. It’s packed with features on tablesaw safety, miter saws, jointers, mortisers, and more. It shows how to make raised panels, install crown molding, create one-of-a-kind moldings, master dadoes and rabbets, perfect half-blind dovetails, and use a router in versatile new ways. Now you can get the most from your power tools, sharpen your skills, compare the latest models, and make smart buying decisions. Only $8.99, order yours now!



Call toll free 866-845-2728



FineWoodworking.com/PowerTool This special issue is not part of any regular magazine subscription; available 3/20/07. *Free standard shipping only. Payable in U.S. funds.



Pp www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com



Product #017006



January/February 2007



© 2006 The Taunton Press



*Free Shipping (reg. $3.50) when ordered by 2/21/07
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Shape the inside of the spirals



Reveal the center hole and refine the spirals. The workpiece becomes much weaker once you break into the drill hole. To reduce the risks of cracking a spiral, use a rasp when breaking through (above). Taking light cuts, delicately shape the insides of the spirals (right).



Tip: Work on both sides of the lathe When cutting a left-hand spiral or certain sections of a right-hand spiral, it is easiest to move the tool rest and work from the back of the lathe.
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greater control. You can find them at old tool sales, or regrind an old gouge. You’ll need one whose sweep is slightly greater than the diameter of the spiral you’re carving. With the spirals roughly cut to shape, it’s time to sand. Because you will not turn the lathe on, it’s safe to use cloth-backed abrasive cut into strips. Start with P80-grit and work up to P180-grit paper.



Turn the other parts and apply a finish Once everything is sanded to final smoothness, faceplate-turn the base, and spindle-turn the candle holder/wax cup. I turn a 3⁄ 8-in. tenon on the bottom of the wax cup to glue into the main shaft. I attach the base with a spindle-turned 3⁄ 8-in. dowel of the same wood I used for everything else. Apply a coat of Minwax Antique Oil Finish and sand it in with P220-grit sandpaper. Sanding the wet oil ensures good bonding between coats and forms a slurry of wood dust and oil that fills the pores. When the finish is slightly tacky, wipe it with a clean cloth until almost dry. Repeat the steps with P320grit, and finish with P400-grit. Aim for a very smooth, glossy surface but not a shiny, plastic look.  •



Sand and finish on the lathe. With the lathe off, begin sanding the spirals with cloth-backed P80-grit sandpaper. The best method is to tear the abrasive into strips known as shoelaces (above). Wipe on an oil/varnish mix and sand it into the wood to create a smooth, medium-luster finish (below).
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WOODWORKERS MART Clifton Planes The Best Things stock a full line of Clifton Bench & Shoulder Planes



800-884-1373 For free shipping enter code “FWW-DE” under “special instructions” upon check-out.



We offer a complete collection of traditional woodworking tools.



See ad index on page 107 for reader service number.
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“Where Fine Woodworking Begins”



www.northwestwoodworking.com



www.cabinetparts.com



Leading Internet Distributor of Cabinet Hardware & Accessories



Next Day Shipping All major brands



Vast selection Cabinet Hardware Hinges - Drawer Slides Locks - Knobs & Pulls - Lighting Veneers - Laminates and more
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350 Specializing In: Figured & Plain Cherry, Walnut & Claro Walnut, Tiger Maple & 58” Wide Bubinga Plus Many Other Species 1627 New London Rd., Landenberg PA 19350 Phone 610-274-8842/Fax 610-255-3677



www.goodhope.com We Provide Personalized Service



The BEST woodworking show on the planet comes ALIVE.



Don’t miss it!



215-862-7157



www.woodworksevents.com



Exceptionally Fine Furniture & Instrument Grade Woods PREMIUM WALNUT, CHERRY, CURLY CHERRY, BIRDSEYE AND TIGER MAPLE Sawmill Direct • Slabs to 40” Wide • 75+ Unusual Native & Imported Species • Matching Flitches • Burls & Turning Blocks Order 75 Domestic and Imported Species 4/4 -16/4 • Custom Flooring & Wainscotting • No Order Too Large or Too Small 858 Scotland Road, Quarryville, PA 17566 www.groffslumber.com 1-800-342-0001 • 717-284-0001 • Fax 717-284-2400 National & International Shipping



WINDSOR CHAIR WORKSHOPS



*#4&911&5



Lumber • Veneer • Turning Stock



GZQVKEYQQFUPGV  Wood Descriptions • Secure Online Ordering



18115 N. Black Canyon Hwy. • Phoenix,AZ 85023 645 W. Elliott Rd. • Tempe,AZ 85284 3441 S. Palo Verde • Tucson,AZ 85713



Philadelphia Comb-Back Chair Feb 3, 4, 5 & 6 and March 3, 4, 5, & 6



Jim Rendi, Tel: 610-689-4717 www.philadelphia-windsor-chair-shop.com [email protected]



St. James Bay Tool Co. #271 Router Plane $34.95+s/h



800-574-2589 stjamesbaytoolco.com



fw.gizmolab.com/13



CUSTOM BRANDING IRONS HIGH QUALITY, DEEP ENGRAVED BRONZE DIES LONG LASTING – INDUSTRIAL DUTY HEATERS NOT THE CHEAPEST - QUALITY COSTS MORE FREE BROCHURE AND SAMPLE BRANDS



ENGRAVING ARTS 800-422-4509 fax: 707-984-8045 P.O.Box 787 www.brandingirons.net Laytonville, CA 95454 e-mail: [email protected]



clockmaking supplies woodworking plans penmaking supplies



.com



Workshops, degree, and diploma programs



PO BOX 607 • Peapack NJ • 07977



ph: (908) 204-0095 fax: (908) 204-0099



Quality German Workbenches 1-800-32Bench



Diefenbach Benches www.workbenches.com
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33498 East US Highway 50 Pueblo, CO 81006



Port Hadlock, WA 360-385-4948 VISIT OUR WEBSITE www.nwboatschool.org



Beautiful waterfront campus



Boats for sale and commission



WOODWORKERS MART



See ad index on page 107 for reader service number.



Trend Airshield Includes Battery Charger Airware America



20219 240th St., Elbow Lake, MN 56531 3M Authorized Distributor e-mail: [email protected]



High Style Furniture Classes and Carving Classes



www.airwareamerica.com Free Info



1-800-328-1792



Ideal for wood dust







   



  



     



         







George L. Slack - Instructor



[email protected]



SWIVEL CHAIR Bases • Mechanisms • Parts



(540) 349-8632



THE FURNITURE INSTITUTE of MASSACHUSETTS



• No minimum quantity • Online catalog



www.swivel-chair-parts.com



Study with Fine Woodworking author Philip C. Lowe • Classes range from 1 day to 1 week to 2 and 3 year mastery programs.



• See new class schedule on:  www.furnituremakingclasses.com
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CraftsmanStudio.com



Fine Tools - Fair Prices - Fast Shipping



“Why settle for less” Special pricing & free ground shipping to lower 48 on Lie-Nielsen planes



MENTION FWW-189 IN ORDER FORM.



Online orders for in-stock planes only.



Lie-Nielsen Toolworks Medium Shoulder Plane



in Northern Virginia www.georgeslack.com



Sorry, Cocobolo and other upgrades not included. 888-500-9093



Offer expires 2-28-07
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QUARTERSAWN HARDWOODS & HIGHLY FIGURED LUMBER Ash, Cherry, Hard Maple, Red Oak, White Oak, Walnut, Sycamore, Mahogany, Hickory, and Birch. Also, many Exotic Species in Stock. We now have Curly Bubinga, Curly Makore, + other figured exotics.



NEW



WEST PENN HARDWOODS, INC. (888) 636-WOOD (9663) www.westpennhardwoods.com



The Fine & Creative Woodworking Program at



Rockingham community college is an internationally recognized associate degree & certificate program. Instruction in hand-tools, furniture, construction, shop start-up, operation & much more. PO Box 38, Wentworth, NC 27375-0038 Phone: (336) 342-4261, ext. 2178.



www.rcc.cc.nc.us/woodwork/homepage.html AAEEOC



Dovetail – Tenon – Carcass Saws



When Only The



Adria



Finest Veneer cookwoods.com



Will Do...



TOLL FREE 877.672.5275 FWW #183 Page 64



www.AdriaTools.com www.F i neWoodwor k i n g.com
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Phone: 716-655-0206 Fax: 716-655-3446 www.certainlywood.com
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TOP-RATED SEA KAYAKS Rugged, Ultra-Light, Beautiful



Leader in Kayak Kits Since 1986



P YGMY BOATS INC



AN EDUCATION IN CRAFTSMANSHIP



Craft your own career



in: • Cabinet & Furniture Making Financial aid for



CALL OR WRITE FOR OUR FREE COLOR CATALOG:



(360) 385-6143, P.O. Box 1529, Dept. 98 Port Townsend, WA 98368 www.pygmyboats.com



qualified students. Accredited member ACCSCT. Nonaccredited workshops 1 week to 3 months also offered.



• Preservation Carpentry • Carpentry • Piano Technology • Violin Making & Repair



Boston • (617) 227-0155 •



www.nbss.org



GILMER WOOD CO.



Quality Domestic & Exotic Lumber • Logs, blanks, squares • Over 50 species in stock • Thin woods, Assortments, Books • Musical Instrument woods      Phone 503-274-1271



2211 NW St. Helens Rd, Portland OR 97210 Fax 503-274-9839 www.gilmerwood.com Street 7 West 29th ents, Inc. 24 5501 Kremer Pigm 10001 (800) 995 NY m New York, -pigmente.co www.kremer •



•



23 Gauge Pinner & Brad Nailer 



#6*-%"/)&*3-00. with Michael Dunbar



Learn with the Master.



                 



        



Craftsman - Teacher - Author — 35 Years —



AFRICAN EXOTIC HARDWOODS



• BEST PRICES - DIRECT FROM SOURCE • EXOTIC LUMBER, BLANKS, BURLS, AND SLABS ASK ABOUT • LARGE OR SMALL ORDERS WELCOME SAMPLE KITS • SHIPPED PROMPTLY NATIONWIDE CONTACT FABS OR JASON TODAY (828) 658-8455 tel. CORMARK INTERNATIONAL (828) 645-8364 fax.



Week-long Workshops Held Year-round 44 Timber Swamp Road Hampton, NH 03842



603-929-9801



thewindsorinstitute.com
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181 REEMS CREEK ROAD, WEAVERVILLE, NC 28787



lNESTEXAMPLESOF



DOMESTICANDEXOTIC VENEERSASWELLAS



        



BURLS CROTCHESAND HIGHLYlGUREDWOODS 678 Andover St. #1, Lawrence, MA 01843-1033 FAX (978) 681-6197 (800) 628-4849
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Still, the idea is a good one: why not create a 2-wire LCD interface ... sure to download the MCP23016 docs from Microchip for details on clock RC values and using the interrupt .... apps, you can change the LOOKUP line to this: lcdIO = "0" + ...
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Unlocking the doors 

For vehicles sold in U.S.A.: NOTE. This device complies with part 15 of the FCC Rules. Operation is subject to the following two conditions: (1). This device may not cause harmful interference, and. (2). This device must accept any interference recei
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TURNING SHROUDS MADE EASY BY USING Â« Z ... - Charles HAMEL 

clockwise ) turn around the upper dead eye with the hawser laid shroud. (Frame ... With the cable-laid or left-handed rope the end is passed under the deadeye ...
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The Young's modulus made easy 1 Preamble. 2 ... - Jean LOUCHET 

Âµ with. â€¢ frequency,. Ft. â€¢ L speaking length,. â€¢ T string tension,. â€¢ mass per unit length. Âµ. Similarly, the fundamental longitudinal vibration frequency is given by: Fl.
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